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Student suspended for threats against GV
Department of Public Safety,
Grand Rapids police continue to
investigate threats by student
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Staff Writer

A Grand Valley State University student was
recently suspended from the university for sending
threatening e-mails to multiple individuals on
campus and in the Grand Rapids community.
Police have not yet revealed how long the
suspect had been sending the threats or when the
suspension took place.
However. The Grand Rapids Press received

a message from the suspect on Oct. 14 revealing
violent plans for the Pew and Allendale campuses.
The
GVSU
Department
of Public Safety determined
the threat was not credible;
therefore, it was not deemed
necessary to notify the general
student and staff population at
the time.
“Our judgment is that the
suspect did not have the means
or intent to carry out the OeHaan
threats,” said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan, assistant director of
DPS. “Nevertheless, we undertook a thorough
investigation and devoted considerable staff time
and resources to it. Threats against the university

i

community will not be tolerated.”
DPS began an investigation immediately
following receipt of the first e-mail. Then, the
Grand Rapids Police Department and the FBI also
became involved in the investigation.
Representatives of the Grand Rapids Police
Department could not be reached as of press time.
The department has obtained search warrants,
however, which led to identification of the
suspect.
Police will continue to investigate the suspect
and subsequent threats. They will submit their
results to the Ottawa County Prosecutor.
As a result of this behavior, the student is no
longer living or enrolled at GVSU.
lfitch@lanthorn .com

Veterans honored for service
Faculty, students remember, celebrate service in U.S. armed forces Tuesday for Veterans Day
By Katie Wendt
GVL Staff Writer

In times of war and times of
peace, people dedicate their lives to

the service of the U.S.
Nov. 11, Veterans Day. is set aside
to honor them.
At Grand Valley State University,
some students and professors who

walk around campus have also
walked in fields of war.
Many
GVSU
students
may
be related to a veteran, also.
Grandparents, parents or siblings of

students at GVSU served in World
War II. Vietnam, Korea or Iraq.
President Thomas J. Haas, a
veteran himself, gave 23 years of
commissioned service in the U.S.
Coast Guard before coming to GVSU
to serve the student body.
Some of his responsibilities in
the Coast Guard included serving
on a cutter in Port Huron, working
in Washington, D.C. in Hazardous
MaterialsTransportation and teaching
at the Coast Guard Academy.
On Veterans Day, Haas said he
remembers his father, a petty officer
in the U.S. Navy in World War II, and
his wife’s father, a retired U.S. Army
officer who served in the Battle of
the Bulge.
He said he is proud of his three
children who are all in active duty.
One son is a pilot in the U.S. Air
Force, and saw action in Iraq,
another, in the Coast Guard, was on
watch on Sept. 11, and his daughter,
was recently commissioned into the
Navy.
“1 also remember those who made
sacrifices along the way to preserve
our nation’s values,” Haas said.
He added he continues to recognize
those who are actively serving for
the U.S., too, as they are risking
their lives in this time of war.
“I am thankful for all choosing
to serve in uniform.” Haas said.
“Especially in times when many are
in harms way, I hope we remember
them every day and share our
appreciation when they return.”
GVSU sophomore Amy McKenzie
said she recognizes the dedication
of her uncle and her grandfather on
Veterans Day.
She added her uncle fought in the
Vietnam War, but does not like to talk
about it much. He still has shrapnel
inside of him. and pieces will work
their way out of his body every now
See Veterans, A2

See more:
GVL / Pete Tabberer

Commemorating service: Veteran's Memorial Park in downtown Grand Rapids is one of several area parks and monuments that have been set aside

Go to

"Your Insights" on A6

to honor veterans. Veterans Day will be celebrated by the GVSU community and across the U.S. on Tuesday. Veterans Day is celebrated every Nov. 11.

Spotlight Productions, men’s hockey score $40,000
left (in the Student Reserve Fund),”
said
Mike Krombeen. Student Senate
6'V7. Managing Editor
vice president of Finance. “We have
given out more money than last year,
Receiving
a
$40,000
boost
but we have already given money to
from the Student Life Reserve, the
programs that are going to happen
tradition of Sibs N Kids Weekend
this spring. On paper it doesn't look
will continue for another year and
like we have that much money, but
students will have the chance to
we have already
attend the upcoming
paid for a lot of
men’s
ice
hockey
“We have a little more
things.”
championship
for
than $66,000 left (in the
Appropriating
free.
Student Reserve Fund)
too
much
too
Spotlight
quickly
has
Productions recently
... on paper it doesn't
been an ongoing
requested
about
look
like we have that
concern
for
$46,000
from
the
members of the
much ... but we have
Student Life Reserve,
Student
Senate.
while men’s hockey
already paid for a lot...”
Krombeen
tried
for
about
prefaces
each
$21,000. The Student
MIKE KROMBEEN
GVL ' Brian Sevald
appropriation Free tickets: The men's hockey team will host the ACHA National Championship on their home ice
Senate Appropriations
STUDENT SENATE VICE
request with the in March They received $10,000 from the Student Life Reserve to subsidize 2,000 student tickets
Committee
reduced
PRESIDENT OF FINANCE
assurance
that
both
requests
by
significantly larger than the final
appropriations all year, but I think
money
in
the
about $10,000 and the
appropriation. Amanda Clark, chair
we’re getting to a point where people
fund is meant to be spent to facilitate
Student Senate ultimately approved
of Spotlight's Events and Traditions
understand they have to ask. ‘how
worthwhile programming at Grand
$30,000 for Spotlight and $10,000
on Campus Committee, said she was
much does this event deserve?”’
Valley State University.
for men’s hockey on Thursday.
satisfied with the result.
Krombeen said.
“We’ve
struggled
with
“We have a little more than $66,000
Though the original request was
See Reserve fund, A2

By Jenny Whalen

GVL / Pete Tdbberer

Virus outbreak: Hope College closes its
campus in Holland, Mich. Friday due to what
health department officials are calling an
outbreak of norovirus Approximately 150
students showed symptoms of the virus last
week before the campus was closed.

Virus infects Hope
College; almost
150 affected
By Rebecca Beard
GVl. Senior Reporter

Hope College has temporarily
suspended operations after almost
150 students complained of vomiting,
nausea and diarrhea last week.
“We don’t know what it is
specifically,” said Shannon Feigner,
spokesperson for the Ottawa County
Health Department. “We’re calling it
the norovirus.”
The norovirus infection usually
presents
itself
as
acute-onset
vomiting,diarrhea,abdominal cramps
and
nausea,
“We don't
said Cynthia
McCurren ,
know what it
dean of the
is
specifically.
K i r k h o f
College
of
We're calling it
Nursing.
the norovirus.”
The
symptoms
SHANNON
generally
FELGNER
occur
OTTAWA COUNTY
between 12 to
HEALTH
48 hours after
DEPARTMENT
exposure.
SPOKESPERSON
On Friday,
the
Ottawa
County Health Department issued a
mandatory order in compliance with
the Michigan Public Health Code “to
prohibit the gathering of people on
the Hope College Campus” to protect
the public health.
The order, which includes the
cancellation of classes and of home
and away athletic events, is in effect
from I p.m. Friday through 8 a.m.
Tuesday.
“We
started
investigating
(Thursday) morning, monitoring the
reports of new incidents,” Feigner
said. “In consultation with our
medical director and with the state
of Michigan, we deemed it necessary
that there would need to be an order
to prohibit some gatherings.”
But people should not be concerned
about the virus escalating into
something more harmful, as long as
they remain isolated from potentiallyinfected areas, Feigner added.
“There’s no signs it’ll be anything
more serious - people who have been
sick are recovering,” she said. “No
one has been hospitalized, and in most
situations, hospitalizations are rare
and it’s usually for dehydration.”
The highly contagious virus is
transmitted primarily through the
fecal-oral route,either by consumption
of fecally contaminated food or water
or by direct person-to-person spread,
McCurren said.
“Environmental
contamination
may act as a source of infection," she
said. “For example, someone throws
up and droplets land on various
surfaces which another person may
then touch.”
Preventative
measures
include
proper handling of foods, strict hand
washing before handling food items
and encouraging people to avoid
reporting to work while ill with this
virus.
If the virus has already begun to
spread, environmental disinfection
and isolating those who are sick
will
ease
the
person-to-person
transmission.
Therefore, the four days off will
provide the college a sufficient
period of time to clean and disinfect
See Virus, A2
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Reserve fund
continued from page A1

“They were very generous
and we appreciate working
with them,” Clark said. “We
did not expect to get that much
money. It was nice to walk out
of there with $30,000.”
Last year. Spotlight received

$34,000 to fund Sibs N Kids
Weekend, and Clark said she
was hoping to increase that
amount this year, but her
committee was prepared to
work with whatever funds
were awarded.
“This year we wanted to
bring a few more fun and
interesting things, which of

course were a little more
expensive,” Clark said. “We
wanted to step up our game,
so the amount of money we
requested went up a bit.”
Though
some
of
the
weekend’s
specialized
programming may have to
be cut back, Clark said she is
confident the overall quality of

Grand Valley Lanthorn

the event will not be affected.
“We will make it work
because we will spend more
money out of the Spotlight
budget if we have to,” Clark
said. “We just want to make
this as big as possible - it will
just take some adjusting.”
Clark said she hopes to
return at least $10,000 to the
Student Life Reserve from
event profits.
The second reserve request,
made by the men’s hockey
team, will largely benefit
student fans. Hosting the
ACH A National Championship

on its home ice, an estimated
$115,000 event, the men’s
ice hockey team requested
$21,000 to off-set the cost of
student tickets to the playoff
games. The $10,000 that was
appropriated will allow the
team to subsidize 2,000 tickets
and offer them at no cost to
students.
“We’d love to be able to
allow students to get in for
free, but we have to charge
somewhere,” said junior Grant
Lyon, goaltender and president
of the Men’s Ice Hockey
Club.

By subsidizing ticket cost,
the first 2,000 students can
get into tournament games for
free. Tickets will be available
prior to the March tournament
at the 20/20 desk in the Kirkhof
Center and a ticket will include
every game played in one day
as well as admission to the
GVSU hospitality tent.
With
the
Student
Life
Reserve at about $66,000,
Krombeen maintains the fund
is in good shape and will run
out as planned in late February
or early March.
nuinaRingeditor® lanthorn jcom

Veterans
continued from page A1

and then, she said.
“I know he’s proud of what he
did and w ill never forget how hard
he worked to keep our country
safe,” McKenzie said. "I think it
is equally as important that I show
him I recognize how dedicated
he was serving us and how hard
he fought for us so he knows his
efforts weren’t in vain.”
McKenzie added she believes
Veterans Day is also a day to show
everyone, not just family members,
who risked their lives in war, that
their sacrifices and devotion to the
U.S. is appreciated.
Joann Samalik, another GVSU
sophomore related to a veteran,
said she especially sees the
importance in honoring veterans
while the U.S. is involved in the
Iraq War.
“We need to show the people
overseas that we honor their
service to us and will continue to
honor it years after they return,”
Samalik said.
She added people overlook
Veterans Day, as many people
probably could not have named
the day it is celebrated.
“Our soldiers have stayed alive
to defend our country and our
freedom,” Samalik said. “They
deserve a day devoted to them.”
kwendt@ lanthorn .com

Virus
continued from page A1

communal areas that may have
come into contact with the
virus.
Lisa Stefanovsky.an Ottawa
County health officer, said all
dining facilities must be closed
for cleaning.
The
health
department
also is advising disinfection
for all common gathering

GVl i Pete Tabberer

Memorial: The Operation Iraqi Freedom Monument in Veteran's Memorial Park in
Grand Rapids was erected earlier this year to honor local soldiers who have fallen
during the war in Iraq.

areas and commonly touched
surfaces, such as keyboards
and desktops.
Health
officials
will
continue to investigate the
viral outbreak throughout the
week.
“This is one of those
situations that we may never
find the source,” Feigner said.
“What we’ve found thus far is
it’s likely been transferred via
doorknobs, light switches, that

<§ranb

kind of thing.”
In 2006, there were 144
norovirus
outbreaks
in
Michigan, Feigner said.
For
more
information,
visit
the
Ottawa " Courtty
Health
Department’s
Web
site at http://www.miottawa.
org/HealthComm/Health/
noroviruses.htm
rheard@lanthorn.com
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GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
Women's Center to offer
transport to Poverty Summit
Grand
Valley
State
University’s Women’s Center
will be providing a bus to
Michigan’s
first
statewide
Poverty Summit on Thursday.
At the summit, advocates
and activists from around the
state will address the problem
of poverty - including the
current situation, things that can
be done and help that is needed
both kKally and statewide.
GVSU’s two buses will
leave at 5 a.m. and return some
time between 7 and 8 p.m.
To attend the event, students
must pay $10 and sign a waiver
at the Women’s Center.
They must also enroll in
the conference by going online
to
http://www.michigan.gov/
poverty.

Faculty, staff weight
challenge to aid local family
GVSU’s
Health
and
Wellness
Department
is
sponsoring a holiday weight
challenge benefiting not only
participants in their weight loss
efforts, but also a local family
struggling with finances.
“Hold it for the Holidays”
begins today and will continue
through Jan. 8.
ITie program’s goal is for
participants to avoid gaining
extra weight during the hoi idays,
staying within three pounds of
their initial weight.
TTie cost to participate is
$10, which will be returned to
participants who stay within the
weight guidelines.
Program proceeds, along
with donations from any faculty
or staff member, will go toward
helping the Swiney family of
Grand Rapids obtain a family
membership at the Grand
Rapids YMCA.
Three
weigh-ins
are
scheduled throughout the sixweek program, beginning today
from 8 a m. to 5 p.m. in l>ake
^M^gan fiaJI Room 140.10:30. /
a.m. to I p.m. in the DeVos
Center Room 499 Building C
and 10:30 a.m. to I p.m. in the
Cook-DeVos Center for Health
Sciences Room 136.
Register for the program
online at http://www.gvsu.edu/
seminar.
Questions can be directed
to the Health and Wellness
Department at (616) 331-2215
or e-mail healthandwellness@
gvsu.edu.

GVSU News and Information
receives six MarCom awards
The News and Information
Services
office
recently
received six MarCom awards
for its video productions.
The
MarCom
awards
is an international awards
competition
to
recognize
creative excellence in marketing
and communication programs
and materials.
GVSU
received
two
platinum awards, two gold
awards and two honorable
mentions.
The
office
was
recognized for its April 2008
commencement video, its 2008
scholarship dinner study abroad
DVD. coverage of GVSU’s
Pioneer Class Reunion and a
Padnos International Center
international students video.

Lanthorn Literary Edition to
give $100 for winners
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is seeking submissions for its
Literary Edition, which will be
published Dec. I.
The five categories are:
1. Art and Design
2. Illustration
3. Poetry
4. Photography
5. Prose/short story
The deadline is today at 5
p.m. and participants may enter
up to three submissions per
category.
One entry
from each
category will win $1(X), so long
as there are at least three separate
participants per category.
Not all submissions will
be published and lanthorn
employees arc not eligible to
win, although a staff section
will be offered.
Entries or questions may
be directed to Jenny Whalen at
managingeditorfaManthoni.com
or by calling (616) 331-2893.
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Peer-funded scholarship seeks $30,000
First $500 Student Legacy Scholarship to
be awarded in January; deadline Saturday
To be considered for this
scholarship, students must meet
a set of minimum criteria that
In January, the Student Senate
includes upperclassman status, a
along with the Alumni Center will
25 GPA, active involvement in
award its first Student Legacy
the GVSU or outside community
Scholarship to a Grand Valley State
as well as completion of an
University upperclassman.
application and essay. The Office of
'Hie scholarship, which is
Financial Aid as well as the Office
entirely funded by GVSU students,
of University Development will
was signed into existence last
review the applications and select
November by President Thomas J.
the recipients.
Haas. For the past year, the Office
Shaun Shira, the University
of University Development, the
Development
annual
giving
fundraising branch of the university,
manager who has worked closely
along with the Student Senate,
with the Student Senate in the
have been building up the fund,
creation of the scholarship, said
intending to create a long-standing
application evaluators are not only
endowment.
looking for stellar students, but
Currently, the
those who are
fund has $5 .(XX) of
well-rounded
“Our
students
should
the initial $30j000
and involved
feel they have that
goal.The deadline
at GVSU, too.
for students to
responsibility as well
“I
think
apply for this
Grand
Valley
to support their peers
$5(X) scholarship
is unique in the
is Saturday.
and help them get
fact that it feels
Senior Steve
through their college
so much like a
Crosby
worked
community,”
experience.”
to jump
start
Shira
said.
and sustain the
“We are here
SHAUN SHIRA
scholarship.
As
to help supixirt
UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT
the chair of the
each other.”
ANNUAL GIVING MANAGER
Student Senate’s
GVSU
is
Student Legacy
one of very
Scholarship Committee, he said he
few schools to offer a peer-to-peer
sees this first scholarship as just the
scholarship, he said.
start of a long-term tradition.
"Mlie university has many
“I hope that in about 10 or 15
donors who have helped grow
years we will have $I(X)JXX) and
the university and it is at the point
award 10 or 20 scholarships every
now where our alumni are starting
year," Crosby said.
to step up and support (GVSU),"
He added he will continue to
Shira said. “Our students should
donate every year to the fund.
feel they have that responsibility
“I see it expanding more and
as well to support their peers and
more as our school expands,” he
help them get through their college
said.

By Ellen Hensel
GVl. Staff Writer

GVl Archive / Kyle A. Hudecz

Peer scholarship: President Thomas J Haas and former Student Senate President Frank Foster sign into existence the Student
Legacy Scholarship in the Regency Room on the Pew Campus on Nov. 2, 2007. This year's scholarship goal is $30,000.

experience.
Much of the scholarship money
comes from GVSU’s annual
Graduation Fest.an event each year
at which graduating seniors receive
information about graduation and
provide the university with their
post-graduation plans. Students are
asked to make a class donation, and
that money goes to the scholarship.
In add it kin. Student Senate has also
held several events to raise funds.
In August, GVSU’s Board of
Directors approved a 13 percent
tuition hike, spiking concerns
among
students
about
the
affordability of their education.
Crosby said he sees this as one

we are working around it.”
All those involved with this
project share the hope that it only
grows from here, allowing the
endowment to award more and
more scholarships each year.
Senior Katie Scott, the Student
Legacy
subcommittee
event
planner, said although she is a
senior, she wants to help future
generations of GVSU students.
“GVSU has grown so much
since I’ve been here and I want
students that come here have their
experience be better.” Scott said. “I
have school pride. It is just good to
be a part of something great.”
ehensel@ lanthorn com

more motivator for students when
giving to their peers.
“I see that is important because
the state hasn’t been fully funding
us,” Crosby said. “GVSU is the
lowest funded schcxil (in the state)
though our tuition rates are going
up. We are saying we are going to
prove to the rest of the university
that we are going to look out for
each other.”
Crosby estimates if every student
gave $1 or $2 the scholarship
committee would almost reach its
goal of $30,000.
“We are promoting student
giving and taking a stance,” he said.
“(The underfunding) is not fair but

Database provides family helpers
trying to make people aware this is
a resource they should use.”
GVl Staff Writer
GVSU community members
• Members of the Grand Valley
can utilize the database by logging
State
University
community
on to the Women's Center’s Web
seeking help with babysitting, site. After logging in with a GVSU
house sitting, pet sitting and elder
username and password, they can
caregiving need to look no further
select from a list of family helpers.
than the Women’s Center's Family
“It’s very ease to use,”
Helper Database.
Iwankovitsch said. “If you're
The Family Helper Database
looking for help, you can look
is an online tool that connects
up a family
GVSU students,
helper
and
faculty and staff
find out their
“Trying to balance caring
with sitters and
training
and
for your children and your
caregivers
who
availability.”
are known as
education is difficult, but the
Clients
family helpers.
can discover
database provides people
Women’s
whether
a
with a way to connect...”
Center
staff
family helper
created
the
has
certain
MARLENE
database during
qualifications,
KOWALSKI-BRAUN
the
2007-2008
such as CPR
WOMEN'S CENTER DIRECTOR
academic
year,
and first aid
but they arc now
certifications.
trying to raise
They can also determine if a family
awareness of it throughout the
helper is available during the fall
community.
and winter semesters or in the
"(The database) is really
summer.
beneficial because it’s Grand Valley
A client can then contact the
students, staff and faculty coming
family helper and negotiate the
together and supporting each
wage, Iwankovitsch said.
other,” said Patty IwankoviLsch. a
Ashley Nickels, an assistant
master's of social work intern at
director in the Women’s Center,
the Women’s Center who is also in
said the database is even an exciting
charge of the database. “Now we’re
opportunity for students who arc

By Ryan Hanna

not looking for help with sitting and
caregiving.
“Students can get involved
as family helpers," Nickels said.
“They can get experience working
with kids, supplement their income
and build relationships with other
people."
Students can sign up to be a
family helper by picking up an
application in the Women’s Center
or applying online at the Women’s
Center’s Web site. All applicants
must be residents of Michigan
and pass a Michigan criminal
background check.
Iwankovitsch said the criminal
background checks are essential.
“The
criminal
background
checks put (clients') minds at ease,”
she said. "It lets clients know they
can trust the family helpers."
Nickels said she believes more
family helpers would inevitably
improve the GVSU community as
a whole.
“It all goes back to the idea of
balancing students’ responsibilities
to the university with their
responsibilities
outside
the
university," Nickels said. “The
more support we can give to people
for their lives outside the university,
the better their experience will be
while they 're here.”
Marlene Kowalski-Braun, the

director of the Women’s Center,
said she believes the database is
especially helpful to those who
need help with child care.
“Trying to balance caring for
your children and your education is
difficult, but the database provides
people with a way to connect so
they can help each other out,” she
said.
The overall goal is to allow
people to achieve their fullest
potential. Kowalski-Braun added.
ArikaSzymczak.a family helper
and junior majoring in integrated

science, said all GVSU community
members should consider the
database when they need sitters or
caregivers.
“I would encourage everyone
to use the database because it's a
good tool,” Szymczak said. “(The
database) puts it all in one spot so
you can find a quality caregiver."
To learn more about the Family
Helper Database, visit the Women's
Center in the Kirkhof Center or visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/wtMTien_cen/.
rhanna@ lanthorn com
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Campus aid: The Women's Center offers a database to connect members of
campus with caregivers via its Web site at http ://www gvsu.edu/women_cen/

Applied linguistics minor on edge of approval at GY
University Academic
Senate passes proposed
minor into final approval
stages Friday
By Chelsea Ponstein
GVl. Staff Writer
Proposed several years ago,a motion
to approve the addition of an applied
linguistics minor to the curriculum was
passed by the University Academic
Senate Friday.
The passage of the motion will
advance this proposal into the final
approval process at the Board of
Trustees meeting; and if approved, it
will then be added as a Grand Valley
State University program.
The minor will be part of an English
Department program and students will
be required to take a minimum of 21
hours, said English professor Laura
VanderBroek. Of those 21 hours,
nine include credit in the foundation
and 12 in electives which are further
broken down into nine hours of English
electives and three hours of crossdepartmental electives.

Students are required to take three
foundation courses that consist of the
Study of Modern English, Applied
Linguistics and Sociolinguistics. The
12 additional elective hours will cover
subject matter at the
300 and 400 levels.
“The
minor
certainly
informs
people
going
into
education and is a
part of a secondary
education,”
VanderBroek
said.
“We do think there
will be a core group Oavts
of students who will
find it interesting."
The minor would be useful for
students planning careers in numerous
fields, and the discipline touches and
connects with so many different links to
other curriculums, VanderBroek added.
A minor in this area would compliment
a variety of studies in fields such
as
anthropology,
communications,
English, computer science, psychology
and many more.
Students will be provided with
a systematic study of language and
applied issues in language teaching.

Academic Affairs Gayle R. Davis. “A
language learning and language use.
lot of people wanted input and there
“It makes a real unique curriculum
has been negotiations as to what kind
contribution to the school, students and
of courses should be included.”
to Michigan since we willbethe only
Part of the developmental process
school in Michigan to offeran applied
was to try hard not to
linguistics
minor,"
duplicate, overlap or
VanderBroek said.
“It makes a real unique
impend on any other
Faculty
members
curriculum
contribution
department program
who
already
have
by having a new one.
a
background
and
to the school, students
Davis added.
specialty in applied
and to Michigan since
Already
there
linguistics
will
be
we will be the only
are some students
advisers to the students
prepared to minor in
and will oversee the
school in Michigan
applied
linguistics
curriculum.
to offer an applied
if
it
becomes
a
“Language is the
declared
minor.
linguistics minor.”
core of our everyday
VanderBroek
said.
lives," said English
LAURA VANDERBROEK
They have already
professor
Kathryn
GVSU ENGLISH PROFESSOR
been taking classes
Remlinger. “It makes
associated with the
us who we are as
applied
linguistics
humans and affects
curriculum.
our careers and beyond.”
If the proposal for students to minor
The minor proposal has been an
in applied linguistics is passed by the
ongoing process developed into a
Board of Trustees, the minor will most
program that has recently undergone
likely be offered at the beginning of the
much review.
fall 2009 semester.
“There has beendiscussion
on
campus from where it can be housed
eponstein® lanthorn .com
and there are different perspectives.”
said Provost and Vice President for

* GVL DIGEST
Michigan in Hrief
Activist Detroit teachers
ordered back to work
DETROIT (AP) - A federal
judge has ordered the Detroit
Public Schools to immediately
reinstate two teachers who
were ousted for protesting
schtxtl closings.
ITie judge says Steplten
Conn (CONE) and Heather
Miller are competent teachers
who were
punished
for
exercising their free-speech
rights. He told the district to put
them back in the classroom.
The decision by U.S.
District Judge Stephen Murphy
was released Thursday, a day
after lawyers for the Detroit
school system failed to appear
in court.
Conn and Miller have been
on administrative leave since
June 2007, about two months
after a march to protest the
closing of 38 schools. The
school board has voted to tire
the married couple.
Messages seeking comment
were left with the teachers’
lawyer and the district on
Friday.

Friend: Michigan teen talked
of demolishing school
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (AP)
- A friend of a Saline High
School student charged with
possessing explosives testified
that the 17-year-old talked
about demolishing the school
with fertilizer bombs.
Benjamin
Lucas
on
Thursday told Washtenaw
County District Judge J. Cedric
Simpson that Ryan Grossman
w anted to k il I students .After the
testimony, the judge adjourned
Grossman's
preliminary
examination to Dec. 4.
Defense lawyer Michael
Vincent says the case is based
on gossip.
Grossman is charged with
possessing explosives. Police
say the teen from Washtenaw
County’s Saline Township,
both bombs and threatened
students.
Mice say they found a
legally obtained pistol and rifle
in Grossman’s bedroom in
October along with 500 rounds
of ammunition.

Jet crash in Mexico draws investigation
Plane crash in Mexico City kills 14; secondmost-powerful Mexican official on board
Meg Browne, senior currency
strategist with Brown Brothers
Associated Press Writer
Harriman & Co. in New York.
MEXICO CITY (AP) - A
Officials played a recording
conversation
between
pilots
of the final conversation between
and the control tower gave no
the control tower and the flight
hint that anything was wrong crew of the government Learjet
moments before a plane carrying
45, which was on an approach
Mexico’s second-most-powerful
to Mexico
City’s
airport.
official suddenly dived into rushThey calmly discussed radio
hour traffic.
frequencies and speed until the
The death of Interior Secretary
tape went silent, just as radar lost
Juan Camilo Mourino was a
the plane’s altitude reading.
serious setback for Mexico’s
Mexico City Attorney General
U.S.-backed fight against drug
Miguel Angel Mancera said all
smuggling. He was President
ninepeople
aboard the plane
Felipe Calderon’s most trusted
and five on the ground were
confidante as the government
killed when the government jet
pursues
a
slammed into a
hardline strategy
major avenue in
“There are no
that has brought
the posh Lomas
down top drug
indications that
de Chapultepec
kingpins but has
neighborhood,
would
support
any
fueled
brutal
igniting a fireball
violence
in
hypothesis other
that lit up the
Mexico.
evening
sky.
than that this was
Authorities
Dozens of cars
an accident.”
said Wednesday
caught fire and at
that the crash,
least 40 people
which killed 14
LUIS TELLEZ
were
injured,
people in all. was
MEXICAN TRANSPORTATION
including
a
SECRETARY
mostly likely an
Frenchman and
accident.
But
a Venezuelan.
they brought in
Also killed was former
U.S. and British investigators to
anti-drug prosecutor Jose Luis
help them rule out the possibility
Santiago Vasconcelos, who had
of an attack.
been the target of at least one
But the lack of evidence didn't
assassination
attempt.
Drug
stop Mexicans from blaming drug
cartels have increasingly been
cartels, which have killed several
targeting
Mexican
security
top officials in recent months.
officials, and the Sinaloa cartel
That speculation contributed to
is suspected in the death of the
a 1.3 percent drop of Mexico’s
acting Mexican federal police
peso Wednesday, according to
chief in May.

By Alexandra Olson

Officer wounded; suspect
killed in DeWitt shooting
DeWITT, Mich. (AP) Authorities say a 47-year-old
Florida man was killed during
a gun hattle in which a police
officer was shot in the face.
DeWitt Police Chief l^arry
Jeme tells the Lansing State
Journal officers were called
to an apartment complex nine
miles north of I rinsing about
2 a.m. Thursday by a woman
who said someone was trying
to break into her apartment.
Jerue says Nathan DeForest
Oakes opened fire on officers
with a 9mm semiautomatic
handgun and was killed.
The chief says it later was
determined that Oakes was the
woman’s estranged husband.
Jeme says the officer from
Clinton
County’s
DeWitt
Township underwent surgery
for non-life-threatening injuries
to his jaw, tongue and neck. The
officer’s name was withheld.

\

a plane crash in Mexico City, Wednesday. Interior Secretary Juan Camilo Mourmo, one of Mexico's top pointmen in the war
against drug trafficking, died when a government jet crashed Tuesday night into a Mexico City street, setting fire to dozens of
vehicles and dealing crusading President Felipe Calderon a serious blow

“There are just so many
coincidences, the fact that there
were so many important people
on the plane. It seems like it could
have been an attack,” said Oscar
Villaruel, a 30-year-old architect
staring at a newspaper’s images
of the fiery crash as he got his
shoes shined.
Mexicans speculated about a
possibleattackon Internet bulletin
boards, and even San Luis Potosi
Gov. Marcelo de los Santos,
who accompanied Mourino to
the airport, said Mexicans were
“waiting for confirmation that it
was an accident, that it no way it
was sabotage.”
Officials tried to dampen any

doubts.
“There are no indications that
would support any hypothesis
other than that this was an
accident,” said Transportation
Secretary Luis Tellez, though
he added: “We will investigate
until all possibilities have been
exhausted.”
Tellez said the crash could
have been caused by a mechanical
failure, and investigators were
analyzing the black box to
confirm that.
Keith
Holloway,
the
spokesman for the U.S. National
Transportation Safety Board,
also said there was no indication
of foul play.

Experts from his agency and
from the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration flew to Mexico
on Wednesday, and Tellez said
three experts from Britain’s Civil
Aviation Authority would help
as well.
On Wednesday, authorities
at Mexico City’s international
airport say bomb threats were
made against two domestic
(lights. A total of 190 passengers
were pulled off the flights, but no
explosives were found on either
plane.
The two Mexicana airline
flights continued on to their
destinations in Cancun and
Mexicali.

California gay-marriage ban
prompts legal uncertainty
bringing afternoon traffic to a
halt. The temple was targeted
because the Mormon church
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
strongly supported the ban on
- Hundreds of protesters took
gay marriage.
to the streets Thursday over
"I’m disappointed in the
California’s new ban on gay
Californians who voted for
marriage,
amid
deepening
this,” said F. Damion Barela,
political turmoil and legal
43, a Studio City resident who
confusion over who should
married his husband nearly
have the right to wed.
five months ago. He noted
Legal experts said it is
that nearly 70 percent of black
unclear whether an attempt by
voters and a slight majority of
gay-rights activists to overturn
Hispanic voters voted for the
the prohibition has any chance
ban.
of success, and whether the
“To them I say, ‘Shame on
18.000 same-sex marriages you because you should know
performed in California over
what this feels like,”’ he said.
the past four months are in any
Some spectators cheered
danger.
from apartment
California
balconies; one
“Where do you draw
voters
person
threw
Tuesday
the line between
eggs at
the
approved
a
marchers. Two
'revision'
and
'an
constitutional
people
were
amendment
amendment' when
arrested after a
disallowing
confrontation
those are words
gay marriage.
between
the
in conversation
The measure,
crowd and an
which
won
we would use
occupant of a
52
percent
pickup
truck
interchangeably?”
approval,
that
showed
overrides
a
a
banner
ERWIN CHEMERINSKY
California
supporting the
DEAN OF IRVINE LAW
Supreme
amendment.
SCHOOL AT UNIVERSITY OF
Court ruling
O
n
CALIFORNIA
last May that
Wednesday
briefly
gave
night, police in Los Angeles
same-sex couples the right to arrested seven people as more
wed.
than 1,000 protesters blocked
On Thursday, about 1,000
traffic in West Holly wood. One
gay-marriage
supporters
man was wrestled to the ground
demonstrated outside a Mormon
by police after he jumped
temple
in
the
Westwood
up and down on the roof of a
section of Los Angeles. Signsquad car. Another man was
waving demonstrators spilled
clubbed by police. Hundreds of
onto Santa Monica Boulevard,
protesters also gathered on the

By Paul Elias

Associated Press Writer

Ex-Detroit schools employee
charged in tech theft
DETROIT (AP) - A
48-year-old former Detroit
F*ublic Schools employee who
authorities say was caught on
surveillance video stealing
$70000 worth of computers
from a district warehouse in
2005 has been charged.
Robert C. Williams of
Detroit is accused in a criminal
complaint of theft from a
federally-funded
program.
Williams was released on bond
after an appearance Thursday in
U.S. District Court in Detroit.
A
message
seeking
comment was left before
regular business hours Friday
with defense lawyer Andrew
Dense mo.
The Detroit News and
Detroit Free Press report the
complaint says Williams used
a forklift to load DPS Office of
Food Services computers onto
a truck.
If convicted. Williams faces
up to 10 years in prison and a
$250000 fine. He’s due back
in court Nov. 26.

AP Photo / Gregory Bull

Searching debris: Aviation officials, including those from the U.S.'s National Transportation Safety Board, inspect debris from

AP Photo / Khalil Senosi

International support: Kenyans celebrate the victory of president-elect Barack Obama
in the U.S. presidential election, in Nairobi, Wednesday. Barack Obama’s Kenyan relatives
and Africans across the continent celebrated his victory Wednesday, staying up all night or
waking before dawn to cheer America's first Black president.

Africa, world celebrate
Barack Obama victory
By Elizabeth A. Kennedy
Associated Press Writer
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) - For
many across Africa and the world,
Barack Obama’s election seals
America’s reputation as a land of
staggering opportunity
“If it were possible for me to
get to the United States on my
bicycle, I would,” said Joseph
Ochieng, a 36-year-old carpenter
who lives in Kenya’s sprawling
Kibera shantytown, a maze of tinroofed shacks and dirt roads.
Kenyan
FYesident
Mwai
Kibaki declared a public holiday
Thursday in the country of
Obama’s late father, allowing
celebrations to continue through
the night and into a second day.
From Europe and Asia to the
Middle East, many expressed
amazement that the U.S. could
overcome centuries of racial strife
and elect an African-American
president.
Scenes of jubilation broke out
in the western Kenya village of
Kogelo, where many of Obama’s
Kenyan relatives still live. People
sang, danced in the streets and
wrapped themselves in U.S. flags.
A group of exuberant residents
picked up the president-elect’s
half brother Malik and carried
him through the village.
“I think this is awesome, and
the whole world is backing him,"
Ndimu said as people raised
glasses of champagne.
Obama was bom in Hawaii,
where he spent most of his
childhood raised by his white
mother. He barely knew his
father. But for the world’s poorest
continent, the ascent of a man of
African heritage to America's

highest office was a source of
immeasurable pride and hope.
Tributes rolled in from two of
Africa’s groundbreaking leaders.
Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s
first black president, said Obama
gave the world the courage to
dream.
“Your victory has demonstrated
that no person anywhere in the
world should not dare to dream of
wanting to change the world for a
better place,” Mandela said in a
letter of congratulations.
Europe, where Obama is
overwhelmingly popular, is one
region that looked eagerly to
an Obama administration for a
revival in warm relations after the
Bush government’s chilly rift with
the continent over the Iraq war.
“At a time when we have to
confront immense challenges
together, your election raises great
hopes in France, in Europe and
in the rest of the world,” French
President Nicolas Sarkozy said in
a congratulations letter to Obama.
Nicaragua’s
leftist
leader
Daniel Ortega is another who is
celebrating Obama’s victory.
“Really it’s a miracle that the
United States for the first time in
its history has a black president
who has shown he is willing to
dialogue with I^atin American
countries and is open to reviewing
free trade agreements,” Ortega
said Wednesday.
Many around the world found
hope in Obama’s international
roots.
"What an inspiration. He is the
first truly global U.S. president
the world has ever had." said
Pracha Kanjananont, a 29-yearold Thai sitting at a Starbuck’s in
Bangkok.
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steps of San Francisco’s City
Hall, some holding candles
and carrying signs that read.
"We all deserve the freedom to
marry.”
Gay-marriage
proponents
filed three court challenges
Wednesday against the new
ban. The lawsuits raise a
rare legal argument: that the
ballot measure was actually
a dramatic revision of the
California Constitution rather
than a simple amendment. A
constitutional revision must
first pass the Legislature before
going to the voters.
"Where do you draw the
line between ‘revision’ and
‘an amendment’ when those
are words in conversation we
would use interchangeably?”
asked Erwin Chemerinsky,
dean of the University of
California, Irvine law school,
"It’s a highly technical legal
question in a highly charged
political atmosphere.”
The high court has not said
when it will act. State officials
said the ban on gay marriage
took effect the morning after
the election.
With many gay newlyweds
worried
about
what
the
amendment does to their vows.
California Attorney General
Jerry Brown said he believes
those marriages are still valid.
But he is also preparing to
defend that position in court.
The amendment does not
explicitly say whether it applies
to those already married. Legal
experts said unless there is
explicit language, laws are not
normally applied retroactively.

AP Photo /
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Street violence: A protester identified as Maurice Carriere hits the pavement after being hit by the unidentified driver of a
pickup truck, foreground, after Carriere had ripped a portion of a “Yes of Prop 8" banner from the man's truck as hundreds

•*

demonstrated against the Mormon Church's support of Proposition 8, that opposed gay marriage, in the Westwood district
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of Los Angeles, Thursday
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Craigslist to crack down on prostitution ads
Forty US. states,
territories to monitor
Craigslist ads for
'erotic services’
By Pat Eaton-Robb
Associated Press Writer
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)
- Under the watchful eye of
law enforcement in 40 states,
Craigslist pledged Thursday to
crack down on ads for prostitution
on its Web sites.
As
part
of
Craigslist’s
agreement with attorneys general
around the country, anyone who
posts an “erotic services” ad will
be required to provide a working
phone number and pay a fee with
a valid credit card.
The Web site will provide that
information to law enforcement
if subpoenaed.
Jim Buckmaster, Craigslist’s
CEO. said the deal will allow
legitimate escort services to
continue
advertising,
while
providing a strong disincentive
to companies that are conducting
illegal business.
“We don’t view it as a
penalty, we view it as raising
the accountability,” he said.

brokered the agreement, said his
“A legitimate business should
have no problem with that. office contacted Craigslist after
receiving several complaints
They should have no problem
from users late in 2007 about
providing a phone number or
photographs depicting nudity
credit card credentials.”
Craigslist tiled lawsuits this
onthe site. He said Craigslist
cooperatedfully and there was
week against 14 software and
never a need to threaten legal
Internet companies that help
action against the company.
people who post erotic service
“The dark side of the Internet
ads to circumvent the Web
site’s defenses
must
be
“The criminals
against
stopped from
eclipsing
its
inappropriate
engaged in the sexual
content
and
immense
trafficking of children
illegal activity.
potential
Craigslist,
for
good,”
no longer parade them
which
posts
Blumenthal
on the streets... Today,
30 million ads
said.
they market them via
every
month
He added:
for everything
“I am fully
the Internet.”
from apartment
convinced
ERNIE ALLEN
rentals to jobs
that Craigslist
NATIONAL CENTER FOR
in
hundreds
wants to stop
MISSING AND EXPLOITED
of cities, will
this activity as
CHILDREN
also
begin
much as we
using
new
do.”
search technology in an effort
Buckmaster
said
the
to help authorities find missing
agreement does
not
cover
children and victims of human
Craigslist’s personal ads, where
prostitutes have been found
trafficking.
Police across the country
advertising for “dates.” But he
have been arresting people for said the San Francisco-based
using Web sites like Craigslist to company has been working with
advertise the sexual services of authorities on that issue and on
women and children.
cutting down on the sale of stolen
merchandise on its sites.
Connecticut Attorney General
“We are experimenting with
Richard
Blumenthal,
who

telephone verification in those
sections," he said. “We don’t
have any plans to use credit
card verification in that section
currently. But this partnership
is going to be active in that area
as well, anywhere where crime
does or could occur.”
The agreement was joined by
the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children.
“The criminals engaged in the
sexual trafficking of children no
longer parade them on the streets
of America’s cities," said the
center’s chief executive, Ernie
Allen. "Today, they market them
via the Internet.”
The states that signed the
agreement are Arizona, Arkansas,
Colorado,
Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia,
Hawaii,
Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Mississippi,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire. New Mexico,
New Jersey, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon. Pennsylvania. Rhode
Island, South Carolina, South
Dakota.
Tennessee,
Utah,
Vermont, Virginia, Washington,
West Virginia, Wisconsin and
Wyoming. Washington, D.C., the
U.S. Virgin Islands and Guam
also joined.

AP Photo / Bob Child

Ad opposition: Jim Buckmaster, CEO of Craigslist, watches as Connecticut
Attorney General Richard Blumenthal speaks at a news conference in Hartford,
Conn., Thursday Craigslist has come under fire for prostitution ads on its Web site.

U.N. officials: Angolan troops fighting in Congo
By Michelle Faul
Associated Press Writer
GOMA. Congo (AP) Angolan troops have joined
Congolese
soldiers
battling
rebels near the city of Goma,
U.N. officials reported Friday,
raising new fears the conflict will
spread in the region as African
leaders struggled to find a way to
stop the violence.
The U.N. had reported new
clashes between army and rebels
just outside Goma near Kibati,
where about 45 .(XX) refugees
from the rebellion in mineralrich eastern Congo have taken
refug&"°
...... '
Congo asked Angola for
political and military support
on Oct. 29 as rebels led by Tutsi
former general Laurent Nkunda
advanced toward Goma, capital
of North Kivu province near the

border with Rwanda. Nkunda
provocation. Rwanda’s Tutsicalled a unilateral cease-fire last
led government is accused of
week when his forces reached the
supporting the Congolese rebels.
outskirts of the city, but the truce
U.N.
Secretary-General
has crumbled amid persistent
Ban Ki-moon, holding a peace
reports of fighting in the last few
summit in Nairobi, Kenya,
days.
with
Congolese
President
Joseph
Kabila
AU.N.official
and a Uruguayan
and six other
“We must put the
peacekeeping
African leaders,
cycle of violence
officer
said
said the U.N.
Friday that an
behind us. This crisis peacekeeping
unspecified
force
was
could engulf the
number of the
stretched
to
Angolans troops
the limit as the
broader
arrived four days
Congo fighting
sub-region.”
earlier.
threatens
to
T
h
spread.
BAN KI-MOON
involvement of
“We
must
U N. SECRETARY-GENERAL
the
Angolans
put the cycle of
violence behind
could
escalate
and spread the
us,” Ban said.
conflict beyond Congo’s borders.
“This crisis could engulf the
Neighboring Rwanda likely will
broader sub-region.”
consider the Angolan troops a
Violence has continued for
years in eastern Congo, and wars
there from 1996-2002 drew in
more than half a dozen African
nations. Since fighting intensified
in August, around 250,000
people have been displaced.
The conflict is fueled by
ethnic hatred left over from the
1994 slaughter of a half-million
Tutsis in Rwanda. Nkunda
claims he is fighting to protect
minority Tutsis from Rwandan
Hutu rebels who participated in
the genocide and fled to Congo
afterward.

A top African official at
the summit criticized the U.N.
peacekeeping force — known by
the French acronym MONUC.
“MONUC
has
failed,”
said Eddie Kwizera, Ugandan
President Yoweri Museveni's top
aide on relations with Congo.
Thousands
of
refugees
gathered Friday outside the
fenced compound of U.N.
peacekeepers north of Goma,
near Kiwanja, and complained to
an Associated Press photographer
that the peacekeepers gave them
no protection when their town

STAFFORD
AP Photo / Jerome Delay

Congo conflict: The body of Zawadi Katsuva, 49, is lowered into a grave in the
village of Kiwanja, 90 kms north of Goma, eastern Congo, Friday Katsuva's brother
William Cambale said 20 FARDC rebels came, asked for money and killed him.
Fighting resumed between rebels and Congolese forces on the outskirts of Goma.
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Amy Dickinson
Author, Syndicated Columnist, NPR Commentator
"Aging in the 21st Century"

Amy Dickinson’s column Ask Amy tor rite Chicago Tribune is syndicated in over 200
newspapers nationwide. She is a regular panelist on Wait, Wait Don't Tell Me, carried on
400 NTR stations, and has been featured on NPR’s All Things Considered. Her work
focuses on family life and parenting, often drawing from her experiences as a single
parent and member of a large extended family. Dickinson says her childhood in Finger
Lakes, New York “was like growing up in Lake Wobegon, only with worse weather and
high unemployment.’
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was attacked.
The
refugees,
who
are
sleeping in the open amid daily
tropical rainstorms, said they
have not eaten since the fighting
began Tuesday and have received
no food, water or any other help
from the peacekeepers.
There were no immediate
reports of casualties at the
village of Kibati, six miles (10
kilometers) north of Goma. But
the road south toward Goma was
again lined with refugees fleeing
the conflict, as it had been last
week.

The U.N. refugee agency
said the shooting lasted around
30 minutes, interrupted aid
distributions and caused panic
among the camp population.
The U.N. said rebels on
Thursday captured a North Kivu
army base at Nyanzale. Rebels
also battled a pro-government
militia known as the Mai Mai
in Kiwanja on Tuesday and
Wednesday, leaving at least
20 people dead, according to
New York-based Human Rights
Watch. Both towns are north of
Goma.
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Race was a key factor in
Election-2008, but many people need
to realize other things should not
go unnoticed as a result of Barack
Obama becoming the president elect.
The media placed race in the limelight of the election for
the past several months, and for good reason. History has
been made with Obama being the hrst Black man to ever run
for president; and then for him to actually win the position
will be a moment that will never be forgotten by today’s
society.
But even though race has played a huge role in this year’s
election, one thing that must be remembered is Obama did
not win solely as a result of his race. More people agreed
with his policies and reform, and an overwhelming number
of younger voters showed up at the polls on Tuesday to have
their voices heard.
An estimated 22 million to 24 million young voters cast a
ballot on Tuesday, according to the Center for Information

GVL / Elliot Slenk

YOUR INSIGHTS

What does Veterans Day mean to you?

and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement. The
majority of college graduates and college students voted for
Obama, which consisted of a 5 percent increase from the 2004
election.
A 5 percent increase may not seem significant, but this
year’s election’s youth turnout was also an increase in 13
percentage points from the 2000 election. Each and every
election, more young voters ensure their voices are heard, and
surprisingly, each and every election it makes a difference.
While a large number of miniorities voted for Obama,
95 percent of young Blacks and 76 percent of Latinos, 54
percent of young white voters backed Obama, according to
CNN exit polls. Obama didn’t just win over minorities, he
was backed by every race, and every race had the majority
percentage supporting him for president.
Election-2008 will go down in history as a milemarker
for Blacks and minorities in general. But it should also be
remembered as a milemarker for America and its citizens.
Obama didn’t win as a result of the minority vote. Obama
is president because the majority of the American people
supported him and what he stands for.
Obama’s accomplishment isn’t just a succession for race,
but it represents a succession America has never seen before.
America, and its people, have succeeded in its choice for the
next president of the U.S.
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Valley Vote
“Are you happy with the new president?”

Yes: 59.42%

No: 40.58%

This week’s question:
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"A day to honor those
who fought and died for
our country."

"A day where we can
all honor those who
fought bravely to defend
our people and ensure
that America's defense
industry continues to
prosper."

The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .anthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn wek-omes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed arc not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

"As a whole, veterans
are left behind,
especially in health care
and finding jobs after
service. I think every day
should be Veterans Day."

"A day you reflect and
look back on all the
things veterans did for
us - all the sacrifices and
all the time they put in to !
defend this country. It's a
time to spend time with those veterans."

Michael Tuscany

Max Frantz

Carla Trump

Alexandra Page

Mark Patterson II

Sophomore
Nursing
Macomb, Mich.

Senior
Finance
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Junior
English/Elementary
Education
Schoolcraft, Mich.

Senior
Art and Design/lllustration
Highland, Mich.

Junior
Business Marketing
Detroit, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

My love letter to the big Z

My mom was 5 years old
when Zumbergc Library was
built. Barack Obama was 4.
Grand Valley State
University was infantile in
1968. They built the library
to suit 5/XX) kids and. as
evolution suggests, people
were the size of Hobbits back
then.
Now you cannot go
anywhere on our campuses
without running into people.
We arc surrounded by more
than 20XXX) chain-smoking,
stressed-out, iPod-listening,
NPR-loving Lakers.
Needless to say. our dear
little library has been spanked
by the passing of time.
Feminism. Diet Coke, Ronald
Reagan, the Internet, laptops,
cell phones, missions to Mars,

the global financial crisis of
2008 and all six “Star Wars"
films have happened since its
construction.
We need more space for
books, more printers we can
mooch and fancy long tables
with expensive lamps so we
can feel like college students in
teen movies.
The Lanthorn reported
last week a new library is
GVSU's No. I priority in its
request for financial support
from the state. Vice president
of University Relations Matt
McLogan said a library should
be “the epicenter of education
on any university’s campus,”
and right now Zumberge isn’t
that. Where do we flock? The
Kirkhof Center.
And it is a good place
to eat. study and buy lots of
overpriced food. But it is not
that library environment that
surrounds students with loads
of interesting books they can
happily thumb through. No, it
is a place to people watch.

Still, this harsh criticism
toward our library isn’t easy
because some of my fondest
memories of the last few years
have been in the warm and
cozy second and third fl(X)rs
surrounded by literature.
The first time I ever fell
asleep reading Jane Austen
was in one of Zumberge’s
lai^e chairs in front of a giant
window. Do you remember
where you were when
“Emma” first made you
drowsy?
I read all of Billy Collins’
early poetry there. I have
written dozens of papers,
sent hundreds of text
messages and walked around
confusedly searching for titles
for thousands of hours in
Zumberge ’s dimly-lit stacks.
I have always admired its
luxurious restrooms — they
have a coat rack — despite
their strange metallic smell.
Still, the other day I
realized the lights all shine a
custardy yellow, and there is a

strange humming constantly
buzzing in your ears. Not to
mention the nice old-book
smell sometimes brings about
the same feelings as smoke
inhalation.
Plus there is something
wrong with the acoustics. For
even the faintest whisper can
be heard by everyone on your i
fltxir. Never open a pop can. Z
Embarrassing!
And never eat Taco Bell
n
there for an extended period of
time. The floor will smell like •
Mexican cuisine for days. You *
will be shamed.
This all points to the
o
obvious needs: A new library, v
Will it happen? If the state
decides it is a necessity. Even 1
so, it won’t be done until July ✓
2013.
So begrudgingly get to
9
know your library. Grab a
coffee. your fxxiks, si fence v
your phone and search among <
the crowds for a place to sit.
g.v< hunuiker@ lanthorn rom,

The real reason I voted for Obama

Allendale?

GVL OPINION POLICY -

"Honoring brave men
and women who fight
for our country."

A bitter John McCain
supporter accused my
boyfriend of sporting an
"Obama haircut" the day
after the 2(X)8 presidential
election, and I find comments
like that are exactly what
makes it hard for the Black
community in America to let
go of our country’s past and
current racial conflicts. It is
those ideas that fuel division
between a country that should
always remain united.
I have thought about
it. why I voted for Barack
Ohama, and besides the
fact Obama and I have
many things in common, I
discovered there is one other

reason why I support Obama:
I believe in his message and
vision for America and the
American people.
Being torn in the late
‘80s, I can remember clearly
only two presidents. Other
than our new president-elect
Barack Obama, there was
Bill Clinton in 1993 and our
incumbent president George
W. Bush who took office in
2(X) I and was re-elected for a
second term in 2004.
Out of those presidents,
Ohama is the only president I
have ever felt is a government
representation for the dreams
and hopes I hold in my heart
for my country and my
people.
It has been said a thousand
times by many more political
or financial savvy people that
our country is in its worst
bout of economic crisis since

the Great Depression hut it is
worth repeating.
I am from a lower financial
strand than most of my Grand
Valley State University peers
and 1 can see directly, with
my own eyes, the effects of
our economy on the lower
poverty and working classes.
I have seen my friends and
even my family lose homes
they have owned for 20 plus
years because of a sudden
loss of income due to layoffs,
pay cuts and job outsourcing.
These are gotxl people and
families who seem to he often
forgotten by the government
or whose voices and problems
are simply being ignored.
Yet I felt Obama in his
campaign spoke directly on
these issues — on bringing in
more jobs, making education
more affordable, rebuilding
the economy, and for the first

time I could remember. I felt
moved by a political leader
and felt his speech was a
reflection of my own desires.
So do not insult your own
integrity by assuming the
minority communities in this
country had no other reasons
to vote for Obama than
because he was Black.
First, he is biracial and
second, if McCain through
his campaign polices had
represented the wants of our
generation as well as Ohama
did during his campaign. I
would have voted for him.
The dream and the hope
Obama was able to provide
was instilled in the hearts of
the American people, and
that is something we should
always recognize regardless
of color.
naver\@ lanthorn x <>m
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Curls, locks modeled at YBBW Hair Show
By Haley Otman
GVl. Staff Writer
Music was playing while three
models sat on a catwalk under heat
lamps and read “Ebony” magazine
as the room around them filled
with people.
It was the first Hair Show
sponsored
by
the
student
organization You Beautiful Black
Woman.
Ashlee Mays, the president of
YBBW, said she was pleased to
see a crowd of people show up to
learn about different hairstyles and
socialize.
The hair show was held
Saturday night in the Kirkhof
Center and showcased both natural
and relaxed styles for long and
short hair sported by both Black
and Caucasian women.
Thirteen models walked the
catwalk to show off their hair
styles, while Antonia Gibson, vice
president of YBBW, acted as MC
for the evening.
“We (have) been wanting to
do (this) for a long time,” Gibson
said. “I appreciate the people who
came.”
Gibson even took her own
strut down the catwalk between
the short and long hairstyles,
laughingly telling the audience
about her $3 headband.
She participated in many
aspects of the evening, and served
as one of the four stylists for the
event.
“It’s something I love to do,”
she said.

Having worked in a salon,
Gibson said it made perfect sense
to be involved in the hair show.
Cree Allen, a second-year
member of YBBW, was also one
of the stylists behind the show.
Allen styled a Caucasian model
in what Gibson described as
"candy curls down the back” with
a few braids on the side, as well
as a Black model with eomrow
braids in the front of her head and
“crinkle” waves down the back.
"I do hair of every race ” Allen
said.
As a Black woman, though,
she said, it is really hard to do hair
care.
Mays attested to this by reading
Yvonne
Coleman-Bumey’s
poem “Nappy Roots,” in which

GVt / Nicole Somerville

Pose: A student models her curls.

Coleman- B umey wrote." natural ly
thin and/haally any hair is the way
my locks sway.”
A hairstyle for women with
shorter hair that was shown on the
catwalk was one of pin curls, in
which all hair was up and pinned
back with dozens of bobby pins.
The style was modeled off the

look sported by R&B singer
Ashanti at the Grammy Awards.
One thing Mays said she
wants to change for next year’s
show is the amount of diversity.
Only one model was not Black,
and she said she hopes to show
styles for more cultures at the
next hair show.

But the part which made
Mays the happiest was the fun
she witnessed everyone around
her having, she said.
She added she was glad
it turned out to be such an
enjoyable event, even though it
did not last as long as she had
hoped it would.

After the modeling portion
concluded, attendees enjoyed
refreshments and dancing.
otman @ lanthorn £om

See more:

Visit

Lanthorn.com for
a slideshow
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Loose curls: Members of the organization You Beautiful Black Woman model different hair styles at their first Hair Show held Saturday night in the Kirkhof Center.

‘Dressing on a Budget’
helps students dress for less
Students, faculty
learn tips to
find low-price,
fashionable clothing
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Brittany Jacques

Swing it: Freshman GVPA member Karen Thompson walks down the runway at the Fashion Forward event Saturday night.

Sweatshop-free, sustainable clothing
fashions its way to GVSU community
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Staff Writer
Last year in Saipan, the Levi
Denim Company paid workers
$3.05 an hour, while Levi’s CEO
Philip Marineau collected $25.1
million, or $ 11,971 an hour.
Uniting in the battle against
sweatshops. Grand Valley State
University’s Fashion Club and
Students for a Peaceful Africa
offered students an alternative to
sweatshop clothes.
On Nov. 1, the “Fashion
Forward: Eco-friendly Fashion
Show” entertained and enlightened
students in the Kirkhof Center
Pere Marquette R(x>m The event
gave examples of sweatshop)-free,
sustainable clothes using alternative
resources and materials.
The show proceeded in three
segments. First, models walked
the mnway wearing clothes from
the Salvation Army to prove used
clothing can look trendy. Then, the
show featured attire from a few
sweatshop-free online stores, and

Audience members seemed
concluded with creative, custom
designs by members of the Fashion
to also receive the clothing well,
Club, said senior Lex Daniels, greeting the models with cheers
and whistles.
president of the Fashion Club.
“Students could see clothes put
Freshman Jennifer Kushner
together in different ways and take
modeled clothing from both the
home something new to make into
Salvation Army and from the
their personal styles,”
student
Kushner said.
designer
“Students
could
see
Retailclothingmight
line.
not carry sweatshop“The
clothes put together
Salvation
free clothing, she said,
in different ways
Army is very
but if you search for the
apparel, you can find it.
sustainable,
and take home
“I think the show
and
the
something new...”
did a pretty good job
support of
displaying sweatshopthe audience
made that
clothing,
and
free
JENNIFER KUSHNER
concept
showing that some of
GVSU FRESHMAN
the clothing could be
more
positive
pretty stylish.” Kushner
said.
for
me,”
Kushner said
After the clothing was displayed.
Kushner said she especially
many students approached Daniels
raving about the runway show and
enjoyed the clothing created by a
designer in the Fashion Club. It was
recommended it be made an annual
event.
a white graphic T-shirt with purple
air-brushing.
“They believe in the cause: In
sustainable and sweatshop>-free
clothing that's not made in the
traditional way,” Daniels said.
Having provided informative
pieces between each line, the
Fashion Club educated its audience
about the clothes they were seeing
and clothes they could purchase for
their own wardrobes. Daniels said.
Freshman audience member
Kyle O’Brien’s favorite outfits
were those made by the Fashion
Club designers. He said he also
learned many new tip>s from the
online shopping and Salvation
Army portions of the show.
“It’s easy to get clothing that’s
sweatshop)-free and doesn’t look
lame,” he said. “I can be more
conscious about where the clothing
I buy comes from and buy used
clothes.”
Ecology and sustainability is
important because resources are
wasted in the clothing people
generally wear,O'Brien said.
GVl / Brittany Jacqurs

Pucker up: Rachel McKay applies her makeup for the Fashion Forward show The
show was put on by GVPA and the Fashion Club on Nov 1
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For
college
students,
money is usually scarce and
is spent on essentials such as
gas, groceries and tuition.
With their money going
to all these items and more,
students may not feel they
have enough extra cash to
purchase a new wardrobe.
However,
students
can
afford new clothes or even a
whole new wardrobe if they
follow tips given at the second
annual “Dressing on a Budget
Fashion Show.”
The fashion show took
place Thursday and featured
clothing from Savannah Fine
Consignments
in
Jenison,
Mich.
Seven models ranging in
size from petite to plus-size
took to the stage to show
off different looks including
casual,
professional
and
evening wear.
Models of every age, not
just college students, were
included in the show so that
all attendees would be able to
get ideas for their wardrobes.
Most of the outfits modeled
were less than $100. and
included such name brands as
American Eagle, Eddie Bauer,
Talbots and Chicos.
“We hope this will help you
think outside of the box and
save money,” said Sue Sloop,
a work life consultant in Grand
Valley
State
University's
Health and Wellness Center.
“You can look professional
and put together for a small
price.”
Savannah
Fine
Consignments tries hard to
have upscale, name brand
clothing for less, said Phyllis
Dozeman, manager and owner
of the store.
Dozeman said some people
do not shop in consignment
stores because they do not
know what it is or they do not
think the clothing will be as
nice as in retail stores.
“How many of you would
never think of shopping in
a consignment store?" she
asked. “I was one of them too
until I bought this store.”
While
the
clothes
in
consignment
stores
are
previously owned, they are
not necessarily previously
worn.

I

Many people bring in
aren’t. We have not had the
increase you’d expect.”
clothes that still have the tags
Freshman Brianna Carter
on, Dozeman said.
The show also emphasized
said she would consider
shopping at a consignment
students can find new outfits
store after seeing the fashion
in their closets by combining
show.
different clothing items.
“When you look in your
“There are definitely a
lot of sales
closet,
it’s
you couldn’t
amazing the
“When you look
get in the
things
that
in your closet, it's
go together,”
store,”
she
said. “I like
Dozeman
amazing the things
the fact that
said. “Don’t
they
have
be
afraid
that go together. Don't
name brand
to mix and
be afraid to mix and
clothing.”
match
your
Freshman
closet.”
match your closet.”
Brittany
Dozeman
Obetts said
estimates
PHYLLIS DOZEMAN
she
liked
customers
SAVANNAH FINE
some of the
could
save
CONSIGNMENTS OWNER
clothing had
between
never
been
60 and 70
worn,
and
percent
by
thought the show gave some
shopping
at
consignment
stores, although she said she
good tips.
“I like that they will help
has not seen a large increase
you pick out outfits if you
despite the tough economic
times.
shop at their store,” she said.
“You would think we’d be
ahleeker@lanthorn.com
bombed,” she said. “People
who need to shop at our store
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Fashionable deals: Lindsay Kloeckner models an outfit during the "Dressing on
a Budget Fashion Show" Thursday The show featured consignment shopping
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Men's basketball
falls to
Division I Utah
Brian

Beaupied
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A 26-16 halftime deficit
proved too much to overcome
as the Laker men’s basketball
team fell 59-44 to NCAA
Division 1 University of Utah
Saturday afternoon.
Utah held Grand Valley
State University without a
field goal for the first 8:56 of
the game and held the Lakers
to 30 percent shooting from
the floor.
GVSU converted on
only 12 of its 21 free throw
attempts.
Sophomore forward Justin
Ringler led the Lakers with
11 points while sophomore
K’Len Morris and freshman
Alvin Storrs each contributed
double-figure scoring with 10
points each.
“I was a little disappointed
in our team,” said GVSU
head coach Ric Wesley after
the game. “We have a lot
of new guys. 1 thought we
played pretty hard for the
most part, but we didn’t play
very smart.”
Senior guard Tyler Kepkay
scored a game-high 26 points
off the bench for the Utes,
shooting eight-of-14 from
the field, five-of-seven from
beyond the arc and five-offive from the free throw line.
“It was their good little
shooter (Tyler) Kepkay,
he was on fire,” Wesley
said. "We knew he was a
good player, so I’m a little
disappointed we didn’t make
the adjustments to get to him.
I can understand him getting
two, three or four, but when
ir jwW kept goiHf pn, that part
was a little disappointing.’)’
Senior forward Pete
Trammell chipped in nine
points to round out GVSU
scoring leaders.
More than anything the
game proved to be a learning
experience as the Lakers
prepare for their seasonopener at home against
Davenport University
Saturday.
“We really appreciate that
coach (Jim) Boylen gave us
the opportunity to come out
here and play,” Wesley said.
“It was a great experience
for our guys and I think we
learned a lot coming here.”
sports @ lantorn .com
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Pushing through: Senior Scott Blasko plows through a Wayne State opponent in Saturday's game GVSU won 24-10 for its fourth-straight undefeated regular season. Division II playoffs begin Saturday.

Lakers greet fourth undefeated season
Lakers record fourth
consecutive undefeated
regular season
Brian
Beaupied
(l\ I Spoils li/itor

Not many collegiate athletes can say
they have gone four years without losing
a regular season game.
On Saturday, the No. 1 Lakers
wrapped up their fourth consecutive
undefeated regular season, a stretch in
which the senior class is 50-1, with a
24-10 win against No. 25 Wayne State
University.
Entering the half down 7-3, the
Lakers scored 21 second-half points,
including 14 in the fourth quarter to seal
the victory.
With windy playing conditions,
the leakers had to rely on sophomore

tailback James Berezik and junior
slotback Blake Smolen to carry the
load. Berezik rushed for a career-high
234 yards and 35 carries while Smolen
added 74 yards on 12 attempts.
“(Berezik) certainly earned his
scholarship and Blake (Smolen) had a
couple of big runs in their for us, too,”
said head coach Chuck Martin.
Berezik finishes the regular season
with 1241 rushing yards and 12
touchdowns.
Don’t let the score deceive you.
Though Wayne State played hard for the
entirety of the game, it was more a lack
of execution offensively on the Lakers’
part in the first half which made the
game appear closer on the scoreboard.
But what you won’t see is the
15-minute advantage the Lakers had in
time of possession and three long first
half drives, two of which were into the
Warrior red zone, resulting in a lone
field goal by Todd Carter. Even that
came with just 14 seconds left in the
half.
The second half was a different story,
however.
Drives of 73,83 and 80 yards found

the end zone in the second half and the
Lakers (10-0, 10-0) went up for good
on a 19-yard Jonn Mathews touchdown
catch with more than 13 minutes to play.
Excellent clock management and
an almost eight-minute touchdown
drive put the game out of reach for the
Warriors.
“We got the ball back with 9 minutes
to go in a 17-10 game and there is a lot
of football left,” Martin said. “By the
time our (touchdown) drive ends there
is only 1:15 left and they’re down two
touchdowns and the game is basically
over.”
The second half also featured better
play on the defense’s part.
Grand Valley State University held
WSU to a field goal in the second half
in addition to just 279 yards of total
offense for the game, 242 of which were
rushing yards.
But give the Warriors credit, running
the ball is the one thing offensively they
do well.
Though it wasn’t the prettiest GVSU
victory, the Lakers will take function
over form.
The win showed the resiliency that

will be needed for a postseason run
with the NCAA Division II playoffs set
to begin this weekend. After the gutsy
performance Saturday, the Lakers will
get some much needed rest, as they will
have a bye for the first round which
starts this weekend.
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Breakthrough: James Berezik runs past a
Wayne State opponent during Saturday's game.
GVSU won 24-10.

Women’s soccer says This is our conference’
“We came out with a lot of passion,” Elsass said.
“We wanted to send the message that this is our
conference.”
It remained a one goal game for much of the match
even though the team knew a second goal would have
opened the game up, Dilanni said.
By Matt Kuzawa
While protecting their one goal lead, the Lakers
GVl. Senior Reporter
received the cushion they were seeking late in the
second half. With 12:41 remaining in the game junior
Not even the snow on Sunday could stop the
forward Irie Dennis found Elsass in front of the net to
women’s soccer team from capturing its fourth-straight
give the Lakers the 2-0 lead.
GLIAC title
“It was important because I feel like they quit after
With a 2-0 victory over Saginaw Valley State
the second goal,” Elsass said. “That was our goal for
University in the championship match, the No. 1
the second half, to finish them off and get a second
ranked 1 .akers improved to 21 -0 on the season and tied
goal. We knew they'd give up.”
the Division II single-season record
The Lakers also benefited from
for shutouts with their 18th of the
“We came out with
timely saves by goaltender Kristina
season.
Nasturzio on two comer kicks by
a lot of passion. We
The victory gave the senior class
SVSU in the second half.
its fourth conference title, though it
wanted to send the
“That’s just my job on the
did not come as easy as the previous
team as a goaltender to come out
message
that
this
is
years.
on those." she said. “We’ve been
"This conference championship
rivals all year and we haven't been
our conference.”
was the hardest one we’ve achieved
able to finish them off. It’s always
in the four years because of having
been a one goal differential, so
ASHLEY ELSASS
to beat some teams twice or three
it’s nice to get a two to nothing
GVSU SENIOR
times,” said Grand Valley State
(win).”
University head coach Dave Dilanni.
On Friday, in the semi-final
“We’ve never had to do that, but our
match, the Lakers defeated No. 4-seed Ferns State
kids still found reasons to play hard."
University 3-0, for the third time this season. Senior
With the GLIAC tournament trophy on the line,
forward Katy Tafler recorded two goals in the match to
and the expectations of finishing an undefeated regular
give the Lakers the championship game bid.
season with a championship, Dilanni said there was a
GVSU will begin the NCAA Division II tournament
lot of pressure on the team in the first 20 minutes of
on Sunday when they play in a Great Lakes Regional
the game.
semifinal match.
“No one wants to be the senior class that doesn’t
get the job done and I think they’re very cognitive of
mkiK/fwa® lanthorn rom
that." he said.
The Lakers broke the scoreless tie when senior
See more: Go to the Photo Page
forward Ashley Elsass busted free from the defenders
on A8
23:42 into the game.

Women’s soccer team records
fourth-straight conference
championship against SVSU

GVl / Andrew Mills

Low blow: Junior forward irie Dennis slides to kick the ball out from under Saginaw Valley State University defender Katie
Sova The Laker women beat the Cardinals 2-0 to win their fourth-straight GLIAC title
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Football recap
GRAND VALLEY STATE 24, WAYNE STATE 10
Grand Valley State (10-0, 10-0) 0 3 7 14 - 24
Wayne State
(8-3,8-3) 703 0 - 10

First Quarter
WS — Joique Bell 22 run
(Dave Chudzinski kick),
12:14.

Second Quarter
GV — Todd Carter 20 field
goal,: 14.

Third Quarter
WS — Chudzinski 21 field
goal, 10:03.
GV — James Berezik I run
(Carter kick), 6:06.

Fourth Quarter
, 1
■

Courtesy Photo / Eric Stoike

Stretch catch: Grand Valley State University player catches the ball even with a Wayne State player hanging from him

GV — Jonn Mathews 19
pass from Brad Iciek
(Carter kick), 13:22.
GV — Berezik 5 run
(Carter kick), 1:52.

STATISTICS/LEADERS
RUSHING - Grand Valley St. 51-311 (Berezik 35-234).
Wayne St. 35-242 (Bell 16-159).
PASSING - Grand Valley St.Jciek 11-24-0-112.
Wayne St., Kevin Smith 5-15-0-37.
RECEIVING - Grand Valley St., Mathews 5-58.
Wayne St., Daryl Graham 3-25.
DEFENSIVE - Grand Valley St.,Zach Breen
(11 tackles). Wayne St., Matt Shango (9 tackles).

GLIAC round up
Saginaw Valley St. 26, Ferris St. 14
Michigan Tech. 25, Northwcxxl 13
Ashland 45, Findlay 38
Hillsdale 37, Tiffin 36
Indianapolis 24, Northern Michigan 6

GVSU won 24-10 in Saturday's game against Wayne State and achieved its fourth-straight undefeated regular season.

Cross country teams capture matching regional titles
Women capture eighth regional championship, men take home seventh in 2008 NCAA Regional Championships in Rig Rapids
By Emanuel Johnson
GYl Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State
University men’s and women’s
cross country teams managed to
secure their respective NCAA
Regional Championships in

i

Big Rapids. Mich, during the
weekend.
It is the seventh consecutive
year the men’s team has
captured the title while the
women have been regional
champions the past eight

years.
“We had three goals this
weekend
on
both
sides,”
said GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes. “One, we wanted to
make sure that we advanced
to the national meet. Two,
we wanted to be sure that we
raced in a way that allowed
us to come out with as little
injury as possible and get back
to training. Three, we wanted
to compete for an overall
victory. We did all three pretty
well today.”
Buteachteam hadtotraverse
harsh
weather
conditions
to reach its goals. Frigid
temperatures and powerful
gusts made it difficult for some
athletes to remain focused.
“It was actually snowing

a little bit earlier in the day,"
Hammer seemed to have
said senior Chris Hammer.
no problem dealing with the
“It was wet and cold, so we
weather as he edged out Drury
thought that
University
we
would
runner
Jamie
“... we wanted to
run a little
Zapatero within
bit
slower.
the final
100
make sure that we
That, along
meters of the
advanced to the
with the fact
race for first
that it was
place
overall.
national meet... to
a I OK race,
Hammer
compete for an overall
makes it that
clocked
in
much more
at
31:52.8,
victory.”
important to
less
than
a
keep
your
second
faster
JERRY BALTES
head in the
than
Zapatero
GVSU HEAD COACH
race. If you
(31:53.6).
give up on
Including
yourself
in
Hammer,
the
those kinds of conditions, you
No. 9 men’s team placed five
can easily turn a good race into
runners in the top 15 overall.
a really mediocre race.”
The team ended with 45 points

.
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Lone runner: GVSU runner Ross Faasse heads toward the finish line during a cross
country meet at the Aquinas Open last season

to place well ahead of second
place Wayne State University
and third
place
Southern
Indiana University, each of
which ended with 102 points.
Ranked No. 2 in the nation,
the women had to run a
comparably shorter race than
the men. but their performance
was just as dominant. The
team finished with 35 overall
points, well ahead of second
place WSU (90) and third
place Ferris State University
(III).
GVSU placed five of its
athletes in the top 10 individual
finishers,
but
sophomore
Megan Maceratini led the I
Laker charge with a second
place overall finish at 21:31.8.
“That was really the first
time that she’s gone after it
like that,” Baltes said. “She
usually stays with the pack in
races like that, but I’m glad
she opened up for us like she
did.”
Maceratini said she wanted
to test out a new style of
running that allowed for her to
break away from the pack.
“I thought with nationals
coming up I needed to go
faster,” she said. “I’d say
it worked out pretty well. I
may end up doing the same at
nationals depending on how
the pack works through the
hills.”
With
regionals
behind
them, each team will look
to
culminate
the
entire
season in matching national
championships on Nov. 22 in
Slippery Rock. Pa.

Courtesy Photo / lou Maceratini

ejohnson @ lanthorn .com

Ready-go: Laker women head out from the starting line at the GLIAC championships in Sault Ste Marie on Oct. 25.
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Michigan Tech blocks GV volleyball win streak
Lakers lose 3-1 to
Michigan Tech.,
bounce back to take
Northern 3-2
By Kenneth Cotto
6’V7, Staff Writer

It
was
a
weekend of
disappointment and redemption
as the Grand Valley State
University volleyball team split
two matches against two tough
GL1AC contenders.
GVSU made a long trip to the
Upper Peninsula Friday to face
Michigan Technological and
Northern Michigan universities.
In a match in which a GVSU win
would have broken the team’s
all-time longest winning streak,
Michigan Tech, handed the
Lakers a 3-1 loss.
The next day, the Lakers
redeemed
themselves
by
defeating conference rival NMU
in five sets, very similar to the
first time GVSU met the Wildcats
this season.
Against the Huskies the
Lakers faced a few problems and
things did not go the way they
wanted.
"We were passing really bad
and we weren’t able to run our
offense the way that we needed
to,” said GVSU head coach
Deanne Scanlon.
She added although the team
has been winning, they had not
been very sharp the past week.
But Scanlon said she would
rather have taken a loss during
the weekend instead of in the

she said. "It took that loss to
upcoming playoffs, where one
bring our team back into focus
loss would end the Lakers’
and it definitely showed when
season.
we played Northern.”
However, the weekend is not
Senior Jamie Ashmore added
all about the Lakers’ loss, rather,
season-high totals of 56 assists,
the resiliency in coming back to
12 digs and nine kills. It was her
win a marathon match against
best performance of the season.
NMU.
“I did not want to lose again
“I told them we accomplished
so I wanted to do everything I
a lot, but right now its about how
could to make sure that we did
we respond to that loss,” Scanlon
not,” she said.
said.
"We
Ashmore
really played
said
it
was
one of our
“A couple of games
disappointing
best matches
during the season we
to not go down
of the year.
in history as the
We came out
got kind of lucky. It
team to break
with a lot of
took that loss to bring
the
program’s
energy
and
longest winning
focus.”
our team back into
streak,
but
Scanlon
focus...”
acknowledged
said she and
the wake-up call
the
team
will be good for
knew NMU
REBECCAH RAPIN
the team in the
was gunning
GVSU SOPHOMORE
long run.
for them after
Ashmore
the university
said the tough
published an
weekend
is
article
that
exactly the kind of competition
included players saying they
they will see throughout the
were not afraid to face GVSU
playoffs and these two matches
again and should have beaten
helped them prepare for it.
them the first time.
“I think now we are focused
“They put a few things in
and we want it more now.” she
print that kind of fueled our fire,”
said. “Our practices this week
she said.
will definitely be a lot of energy,
A fire that pushed sophomore
a lot of hustling and a lot of hard
Rebeccah Rapin to deliver 11
work.”
kills against Michigan Tech, and
As the top seed in the
12 kills against NMU.
conference. GVSU will host
But that is not to say the
the first round of the GLIAC
weekend did not put things into
tournament on Wednesday.
perspective for Rapin.
“A couple of games during
kcotto @ Urn thorn .com
the season we got kind of lucky,”

GVL Archive I Jeremiah Schrader

Kill shot: Senior Danielle Alexander goes for the kill during GVSU's match against Ferris State on Oct 24 The Laker women's
volleyball team lost to Michigan Tech. 3-1 Friday, but bounced back to take Northern Michigan 3-2 on Saturday.

Laker hockey needs consistency

GVL / Brian Sevald

Laker speed: Freshman Jake Vaughn swerves past a Miami University opponent during a match on Friday at Georgetown Ice
Arena in Allendale, Mich. The Laker men suffered a 5-3 defeat to Miami Friday, but won 5-2 in Saturday's matchup

Hockey splits weekend
series with Miami
By Jared Greenleaf
GV1. Staff Writer

After
suffering
a
heartbreaking 5-3 defeat Friday
night, the men’s hockey team
salvaged a split with Miami
University (Ohio), winning
5-2 on Saturday.
Grand
Valley
State
University head coach Denny
McLean said he was proud of
the way his team maintained
its composure.
“After losing that game
(last night), the effort these
guys put in (Saturday) was
absolutely awesome,” McLean
said. “(Miami) tried to jump
all over us, but we went head
to head with them and we were
the aggressor.”
With the score tied I-1 to
start the second period, it did
not take long for the Lakers to
capture the lead as sophomore
Scott Rood scored 48 seconds
in to give the Lakers a lead
they would not relinquish.
“I just got myself in front of
the net. (Ryan) Welch made a
great pass and I was in the right
spot,” Rood said. “That goal
gave us confidence, and once
we got the lead, everybody
seemed to play better as the
game went on."
The
Lakers would get
insurance
goals
from
sophomore defenseman Brian
Dunn and sophomore forward
Eric Beaupre to help put the
game out of reach.
McLean said the Red Hawks
were a very good team and
he expects the teams to meet
• ♦

4

again come nationals.
“Miami’s hockey club will
be one of the top four teams
nationally," Mclean said. “And
with the way we played against
their team, I believe we can
play with anyone nationally.”
It was a dominating win for
the Lakers; however, things
were not so pleasant Friday
night in a physical, fast-paced
matchup that came down to the
very end.
Trailing 3-2 late in the
third period, the Lakers tied
the game on a goal from
sophomore Brad Keough. But
with one minute remaining,
the Red Hawks capitalized off
a turnover and put the puck
past junior goaltender Grant
Lyon, giving the Red Hawks
the victory.
“The lack of consistency
was not there,” said senior

forward Nate Morang. "We
went hard in the second period,
but after that we had a tough
time. We need to play better
throughout the entire game
rather than at several points
during the game."
McLean knows it is a long
season, and with big games
coming up, he said he is hoping
his team can improve.
“We have played very hard
so far this season, but there are
still areas where we have flaws
and we need to correct,” he
said. “I believe that we have a
great opportunity to show we
are one of the best teams in the
nation."
The Lakers will travel to
Ann Arbor, Mich, on Friday
to take on the University of
Michigan.

First of all, I have to let
everyone know that 1 am not
the average or better yet,
expert analyst on the sport of
hockey.
I am not a Barry Melrose.
I am not Darren Pang. And
with all due respect, I sure
as heck am not Mickey
Redmond!
In my two-day weekend
adventure of covering Grand
Valley State University men’s
hockey, I was on a highoctane roller coaster ride.
The first night, I witnessed
an exciting game-tying goal,
but minutes later, it all fell
to shambles as Miami (Ohio)
scored with one minute
remaining to stun the Laker
faithful.
The next night 1
observed the exact opposite.
The Lakers came out in
dominating fashion, playing
with a sense of urgency,
being the aggressor and
standing up to the bigger
Red Hawks and beating them
senselessly into oblivion.
Sounds weird right?

jf(reenleaf@ lanthorn .com
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On my description of the
game, I will reiterate once
again I am not the average
hockey analyst.
I thought through ali of
this and asked one question.
Where in the world is the
consistency?
The Lakers were able to
gain a victory Saturday night,
but the consistency was not
there the night before and
that begs another question:
Will there ever be?
Head coach Denny
McLean said the team needs
to discipline themselves
if they want to reach their
goals.
Would disciplining
yourself mean turning over
the puck constantly in your
own zone, leading to tickytack goals?
Would disciplining
yourself include getting an
infinite amount of powerplay opportunities, but only
generating two goals — both
of which come with a twoman advantage?
Would disciplining
yourself be taking silly
penalties that allow
the opposition to gain
momentum?
With the little GVSU
hockey knowledge I possess,
I believe this team has the
opportunity to compete for a

national championship.
The Lakers yield loads of
offensive talent starting with
sophomore Matt Morang,
who got past the Miami
goalie twice on Saturday.
They have an AllAmerican goaltender in
junior Grant Lyon, who had
a spectacular effort Saturday
night, but let five shots get
past him Friday.
They possess up-andcoming players such as
sophomore Scott Rood, who
had a huge weekend that
included picking up the goahead goal against the Red
Hawks in the win.
To be considered among
the GVSU sports elite,
which means in translation:
National title or bust, this
group needs to show the
outstanding effort they put on
Saturday night and bring it to
every game.
I understand it is a very
long season, but if the team
wants to accomplish the
main goal — a trip to Van
Andel Arena, host site of the
national championship in
March — the effort needs to
be there one game at a time.
But what do I know? I
am just an average-at-best,
hockey analyst.
jxreenleaf® lanthorn .com
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Swimming, diving meets mixed results in Ashland
Laker women beat
Ashland Eagles
175.5-115.5, men
fall short 23 points
By Grant Wieman
CM. Staff Writer
The men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams
were not quite running on
empty, but “swimming after
a six-hour bus ride” does not
have quite the same ring.

The Grand Valley State
University
swimming
and
diving
teams
made
their
first road trip of the season,
traveling more than 300 miles
to Ashland, Ohio.
The two teams met with
mixed results.
"On the whole we had some
pretty good times,” said GVSU
head coach Andy Boyce. "The
men came up a little bit short.”
GVSU’s women beat the
Eagles 175.5-115.5, but the

men fell just short, finishing
137.5-160.5
"The fact that this was our
first travel meet, and it was
such a long ride definitely
affected us,” said sophomore
Justin Pattermann, “But that
shouldn’t be an excuse.”
Pattermann said there was
some silver lining for the loss
at this time of the year.
"We probably take more out
of a loss than a win,” he said.
He added a loss gives the

made more difficult because of
Lakers a chance to see their
competition’s capabilities, and
the preceding bus ride.
learn what they have to work
“We had to loosen up a lot,”
on in practice.
Bush said. “Sitting for six hours
will do that to you. I just tell
The women will have to go
myself, ‘you can do this,you’re
without that advantage. They
not
tired,
were led by the p
you’re
not
performances
“We had to loosen up
hurting’.”
of senior Jenna
Thayer
Thayer
and
a lot. Sitting for six
said she is
freshman Carly
hours will do that to
happy
with
Bush.whoswam
the
team’s
the 1,000-yard
you. I just tell myself,
results
so
freestyle
fast
'you can do this,
far,
but
enough to meet
believes the
the
national
you're not tired, you're
team can do
b-qualifying
not hurting'.”
great things
time
of
10:48.09.
this
season
if they keep
“1 just go,”
CARLY BUSH
working,
Bush said, who
GVSU FRESHMAN
starting this
was ahead in the
weekend at
event by more
Michigan
than 17 seconds.
“I don’t know how to explain
State University.
“I think if we put ourselves
it, I just go. It was better than I
imagined.”
out there, we can swim some
good races,” Thayer said.
The grueling event was

Thayer has already qualified
for nationals in several events,
and said she thinks the team is
capable of winning the GLIAC
championship if the swimmers
can stay focused and continue
working hard every day in
practice.
The hard work will be tested
at MSU, but Boyce said the
challenge will only help the
team.
“That’s how you get better,
going out there and racing
against fast people,” Boyce
said. "Strong teams push us to
become better. I’m excited to
go out there and see what we
can do.”
Pattermann said he thinks
he and his teammates will be
ready to go.
“We know it’s going to be
a tough meet,” he said, "We
expect to get up and race
them.”
gwieman @ lanthorn .cam

GVL Archive / Katie Hamilton
GVL Archive / Matt Butterfield

Arc dive: Junior Evan Betts does a complex dive during a meet against Wayne State last season.

Concentration: Junior Alison VanKampen swims against Hope College in the women's! 100-yard breast stroke in a meet last
season. The women's swimming and diving team beat Ashland 175.5-115.5 in a meet this past weekend.

Jaguars trying to avoid NFL
history against Lions
By Larry Lage
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT (AP) — The Jacksonville Jaguars
got back to their winning formula of relying on
their efficient quarterback and tandem of running
backs.
Maurice Jones-Drew ran for a career-high
three touchdowns in the second quarter alone after
Detroit took the lead and David Garrard threw two
touchdown passes in the second half, leading the
Jaguars to a 38-14 victory Sunday over the winless
Lions.
Fred Taylor ran for 80 yards after having 25
yards rushing or fewer in the previous five games.
Jones-Drew finished with 70 yards rushing after
combining for just 62 in the last two losses.
The Jaguars (4-5) snapped a two-game losing
streak, including a setback to winless Cincinnati
last week when they ran for just 68 yards.
The Lions (0-9) are off to their worst start since
losing their first 12 games in 2001 and they might
have what it takes to be the NFL’s first 0-16 team.
Daunte Culpepper made his Detroit debut in
haste — just five days after signing, ending his
brief retirement — and it lasted just three quarters.
He was 5-of-10 for 104 yards, including a 51-yard
rainbow to Calvin Johnson, with an interception.
The former Vikings quarterback was replaced
briefly by Drew Stanton, who took over a drive late
in the first quarter and threw a TD pass on his first
career attempt to put the Lions ahead 7-3.
Detroit’s lead didn't last long.
On the ensuing three possessions, Jones-Drew
scored from 6, 1 and 8 yards to give the Jaguars a
24-7 lead at halftime.
Jacksonville opened the second half with a runfirst. throw-when-necessary drive and capped a
9:20 possession with Garrard’s 7-yard pass to Jerry
Porter.
On his next and final drive. Garrard connected

Think fast

with Troy Williamson in the end zone and took
4-plus minutes off the clock.
Garrard was l8-of-25 for 238 yards and two
TDs without a turnover. He had a season-high
119.1 passer rating before giving Cleo Lemon a
chance to play for the first time this season for the
Jaguars.
Midway through the fourth quarter, Stanton
converted a fourth down with a pass and rookie
Kevin Smith scored to make it 38-14.
Johnson recovered the ensuing kickoff for the
Lions, but they turned the ball over on downs at the
29. Stanton, who was sacked five times, was 6-of-8
for 94 yards and a score.
Jacksonville’s Matt Jones had a team-high five
receptions for 62 yards before leaving the game in
the third with a bruised thigh.
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Taken down: Detroit Lions quarterback Drew Stanton, left,
is brought down by Jacksonville Jaguars defensive end Tony
McDaniel in the fourth quarter of an NFL football game in
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To Write Love on Her Arms hosts Rock for Love concert
Thursday night the new student
organization To Write Love On
Her Anns welcomed the musical
talents of four local acts to raise
awareness of the group's aims.
The event, Rock for Love,
also included a video screening
and tables set up with further
information on the group and its
cause.
To Write Love On Her Arms
is a movement that recognizes
the power of humanity, and
hopes to use this power to help
those suffering from “depression,
addiction,
self-injury
and
suicide.”
The campaign is relatively
new to Grand Valley State
University’s campus, but has
gained momentum in recent
months.

See more:

Visit

Lanthorn.com

for

a slideshow

GVl / Kim Miller

GVL / Kim Miller

Empowerment tunes: White Hot Skeletons, a local band from Grand Rapids, Mich., performed at the To Write Love

Triple threat: Valentiger, a local band from Grand Rapids, Mich., performed at the

On Her Arms benefit concert Thursday in the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Center on the Allendale Campus.

concert Thursday Lead singer, guitarist and harmonica player Brent Shirey is shown here

La Dispute CD release show
Saturday night, Skelletones
hosted the CD release party
of Grand Rapids’ own rock
band La Dispute. Their album,
“Somewhere at the Bottom
of the River Between Vega
and Altair,” marks the band’s
first full-length release. But

uvl

don’t let this fool you. L.a
Dispute also has released a
handful of vinyl seven-inches
and 12-inches, along with CD
versions of their EP’s since
2006. Supporting the night’s
band of honor were: Victor! Fix
the Sun, Brothers, Charles the

Osprey, Paucity and Native.
La Dispute will continue
playing
shows
throughout
Michigan in support of their
new album, coming back
to Grand Rapids on Dec. 6
for a show on Grand Valley
State University’s Allendale

Campus.
The band is also set to
embark on a tour throughout
the U.S., which will kickoff
at Skelletones on Dec. 26. For
more information, visit http://
www.MySpace.com/ladispute.

/ Linasey waggoner

Rock party: Brothers, a local band from Grand Rapids Mich., got the crowd
pumped for La Dispute at Saturday's CD release show at Skelletones

GVl / Lindsey Waggoner

Rock party: La Dispute, of Grand Rapids, Mich , played a show for their CD release party at Skelletones on Saturday The show featured six bands and the
GVl / Lindsey Waggoner

show lasted four hours. La Dispute's CD, "Somewhere at the Bottom of the River Between Vega and Altair,” is the band's first full-length release

Style: Ryan Martin, of Victor! Fix the Sun, sings to the crowd at Skelletones

Newly-expanded Gordon Gallery
to feature local artist Alten
By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer
After six months of being
closed for expansion, the George
and Barbara Gordon Gallery will
often its doors Wednesday and
feature the works of local artist
Mathias Alten.
In celebration of the reopening.
Jane Connell of the Muskegon
Museum of Art, will visit
Grand Valley State University
and present “The Wonder that
is Mathias Alten: Ambition,
Attraction, Achievement” to
commemorate the prestigious
painter.
Connell, who is the director of
Collections and Exhibitions and
the senior curator at MMA, was
also a part of a team researching
Alten at the Grand Rapids Art
Museum in the mid-’90s. Her
lecture on Alten is part of the
DeVos Art lecture Series.
Now in its eighth year, the
lecture series is an annual event,
which has featured prominent
artists and architects in the past.
Usually taking place in
October, the event is specifically
taking place in November this

V

year to coincide with the gallery’s
period in which he worked from
the late 1890s until his death
reopening.
The Gordon Museum, now
in 1937,” Connell said. “(His
with double the exhibition space,
work) thus is an important base
will house 64 Alten paintings, to the cultural fabric within
acquired by various private
which Grand Rapids and West
Michigan was founded.”
donors, said Henry Matthews,
Allen's work
the director of p
Galleries
and
considered
“(Alten) is the most
modified
Collections
at
important painter to
Impressionist”
GVSU.
“I’m hoping
in
style,
come out of Grand
(students) will
depicting
Rapids in the 20th
scenes of life in
learn
more
West Michigan
about
who
century."
Alten was and
during the turn
of the century,
how important
HENRY MATTHEWS
Connell
said,
he is to the
GVSU GALLERIES.
most of which
Grand
Rapids
COLLECTIONS DIRECTOR
was painted on
community,”
site.
Matthews said.
“He
was
particularly
“(He) is the most important
enamored
with
the
West
painter to come out of Grand
Michigan landscape and scenes
Rapids in the 20th century.”
of tilling the fields or bracing
Known for his work with
boats,” she added.
floral still lifes and commissioned
Alten,
originally
from
portraits, Alien’s “true gift, and
Germany, returned to Europe
his own particular interest, was in
for a time to continue painting
genre scenes and the landscapes
there as well, traveling to Spain.
of rural life,” Connell said.
France and the Netherlands,
“While Alten was a traditional
among other nations.
and conservative artist, his style
But “Grand Rapids remained
and subject matter reflects the

T

Courtesy Photo / www tfaoi.com

Modified impressionist: "Coming Ashore" was painted by Grand Rapids born impressionist painter Mathias Alten

the base of his operation, and the
lifeline of his home, family and
career,” Connell said.
“There are some very beautiful
and well-painted pictures to
behold," she added. “Any and
all exposure that students have
to good artwork, of any time
and place, is important to their

aesthetic development.”
The Gordon Gallery is also
adding hours for general public
visitation Friday and Saturday
from I to 5 p.m. The gallery is
located in the DeVos Center on
the Pew Campus, and admission
to the gallery is always free.
Connell’s lecture will take

place Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
in the L^oosemore Auditorium
on the Pew Campus. Admission
is free to the lecture, and free
parking is available in the Front
Street lot.
estack@ lanthorn .com
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This week's
diversions

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Every Time I Die makes rock believers

Monday
•

•

•

“Darfur Now” at 10 ajn.,
2 pm., 7 p.m. and 10 pm.
in the Kirkhof Big Screen
Theater all week
Vagina Monologue
auditions from 6 to
10 pm. in the CookDeWitt Center
“Don't Need You: A
Herstory of Riot GnTl" at
8 pm. at the DAAC

Tuesday
•

•

•

•

Jack’s Mannequin wsg.
Treaty of Paris, Fn. Doors
open at 6:30 pm., and
show starts at 7:30 pm. at
the Intersection
Independent Cinema "I.O.U.S.A.” at 7 pm.
at the Urban Institute for
Contemporary Arts
Perugino String Quartet at
8 pm. in the Cook-DeWitt
Center
Meanwhile Film Series:
“Scarface” at 8 pm. at the
Wealthy Theatre

Wednesday
•

•

•

•

•

“Her Story” with Sue
Sloop at noon in the
Kirkhof Center Room
2266
Gregory Crowell.organ, at
now in the Cook-DeWitt
Center
Lunchtime Acoustic
Series: Steve Asiala at
noon, and Kate Pillsbury
at I pm. in Area 51 in the
Kirkhof Center
Projection, the Psychology
Film Series: “The Good.
The Bad. The Ugly” at
6 pm. in Lake Michigan
Hall Room 114
Legends Skit at 9 pm. in
the Kirkhof Center Pere
Marquette Room

Thursday
•

•

•

•

•
•

“Why do they hate us?
U.S. Foreign Policy in the
Middle East” at I pm. in
the Kirkhof Center Room
2204
Spectre - BFA Closing
Reception at 5 pm. in the
P.A.C.
Latin American Studies
Speaker at 6 pm. in
Kirkhof Center Pere
Marquette Room
Preacher Moss: Free
comedy show at 7:30 pm.
in the Grand River Room
Merle Jagger at 9 p m. at
Hopcat
“My Hairitage” at
9:15 pm. in Kirkhof
Center Grand River Room

Album Releases
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Au Revoir Simone
— Reverse Migration
The Boggs — Forts
Coconot (El Guincho
band) — Cosa Astral
The Flaming Lips
— Christmas On Mars
DVD
Jedi Mind Tricks
— History of Violence
Last House on the Left
— Among Flies
Los Campesinos!
— We Are Beautiful. We
Are Dixwned
Love Is All
— A Hundred Things
Keep Me up at Night
Luomo — Convivial
New Order — Movement;
Power, Corruption & Lies;
Low-Life; Brotherhcxxl;
Technique (Collector’s
Eds.) [2 CDs)
Postmarks
— By the Numbers
Jonas Reinhardt
— Jonas Reinhardt
Secret Dakota Ring
— Cantarell
The Smiths
— The Sound of the
Smiths (compilation)
Various Artists
— Perfect as Cats: A
Tribute To The Cure
Denison Witmer
— Carry The Weight

Courtesy Photo / www.revolvermag.com

Hardcore rock: Los Angeles-based rock band The Bronx played at the Intersection
Thursday along with Every Time I Die, Stick to your Guns and Stockton.

HOLLYWOOD. Fla. (AP)
- Barack Obama may have a
“funny name,” as he once said
— but it might just catch on
among the nation's newborns.
A Florida couple became
among the country’s first to
bestow it on their child, even
before most news outlets had
declared the Illinois senator the
president-elect.
SanjaeObamaFisherwasborn
at 8 p.m. EST at Hollywood’s
Memorial Regional Hospital to
Patrick and Sasha Hall Fisher.
A hospital spokeswoman
says it was the father’s idea.
But mom still got to watch the
election, after 14 hours at the
hospital.
In
Arkansas,
Benjamin
Barack Kimbrough was born at
2:35 p.m. CDT on Election Day
to Walter and Adria Kimbrough.
Walter Kimbrough is president
of Philander Smith College,
a historically black school in
Little Rock.
In
Maryland, a
mother
who went into labor Tuesday
after voting for Obama named
her newborn daughter for the
Obamas’ two girls, 7-year-old
Sasha and Malia, 10.
Lakisha Brown of Joppa
gave birth to Sasha Malia Ann
Taylor at 12:36 a.m. Wednesday
at Greater Baltimore Medical
Center.
SARGENT. Ga. (AP) Would-be cleaners take note:
A blowtorch is not a good
substitute for a broom.
Coweta County authorities
say Galen Winchell set fire to his
west Georgia home Wednesday
as he cleaned cobwebs from
exterior eaves with a blowtorch.
Winchell noticed the blaze when
he saw smoke pouring from the
attic.
Coweta Fire
Investigator
James Gantt says the fire was
contained to one part of the
house, but the entire home had
smoke and water damage.
No one was hurt. No phone
number was listed for Winchell.

RALEIGH. N.C. (AP) - An
airline crew used duct tape to
keep a passenger in her seat
because they say she became
unruly, fighting flight attendants
and grabbing other passengers,
forcing the flight to land in
North Carolina.
Maria Esther Castillo of
Oswego, N.Y., is due in court
Thursday, charged with resisting
arrest and interfering with the
operations of a flight crew aboard
United Airlines Flight 645. from
Puerto Rico to Chicago.
Castillo. 45, struck a flight
attendant on the buttocks with
the back of her hand during
Saturday’s flight, FBI Special
Agent Peter Carricato said in a
criminal complaint filed in U.S.
District Court in Charlotte.
She also stood and fell onto
the head of a blind passenger and
later started pulling the person’s
hair, the complaint stated.
Ankle cuffs kept slipping off
Castillo, so the flight crew and
two passengers were forced to
use duct tape to keep her in her
seat, the complaint states.
She calmed as the pilot
diverted the flight to CharlotteDouglass International Airport,
but became disruptive again
when authorities boarded the
plane to remove her.
Carricato
states
that
a
passenger saw Castillo having
drinks in an airport bar before
boarding. She bought another
drink on the plane.
Flight attendants stopped
serving her alcohol because
of her behavior, the complaint
states.
United
spokesman
Jeff
Kovick said Wednesday that
safety is the company’s top
priority and that it’s cooperating
with authorities.
FBI
spokeswoman
Amy
Thoreson
on
Wednesday
declined to comment on the
ongoing investigation.
A message left seeking
comment wasn’t immediately
returned by Castillo’s attorney,
Julia Mimms.
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her ongoing research of Black classical music
composers, with an emphasis on women who
fall into the category. Sawyer is a soprano
singer, recording artist and a professor of
music at Calvin College.

GVl / Brittany Jacques

Fun facts: Charsie Randolph Sawyer speaks in Cook-DeWitt.
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“Hellboy II: The Golden
Army”
“Still Life”
“The Perfect Holiday"
“Katt Williams: It’s
Pimpin’ Pimpin’”
“Sukiyaki Western
Django”
“Scrubs: The Complete
Seventh Season”

4

Descent," which was followed by a classical
music recital. Sawyer’s lecture was based on
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obvious headliner of the show.
Naturally, their playing last
threw up the first Hag to this
fact, but it was also noticeable
by the position of the crowd.
Relatively unresponsive for
much of the night, the crowd
moved from their spots near the
club’s outskirts to take positions
in the packed crowd in front of
the stage. It was clear which
band much of the audience came
out to see.
Not being overly familiar
with Every Time I Die’s
repertoire, this reviewer regrets
to inform there will not be
specific songs mentioned from
the night. However, this should
not be taken as a sign of general
disinterest or dislike. The band
put on an overall great show,
making believers out of us all.
To drive home Every Time I
Die’s blatant control of the stage,
take my dear roommate for
example. Not exactly happy to
have been dragged to yet another
loud rock show - she’s a lover of
hip hop - she surprisingly turned
to me in the midst of ETID’s set:
“1 think I really like them,” she
said. “They’re good!”
Like I said, they made
believers out of the nonbelievers.

Lecture features composers
of African descent

Strange, but true

DVT) Releases
•

Fans of loud and slightly
intrusive rock music joined
together for a night of gtxxl
music Thursday at the
Intersection in Grand Rapids.
The night featured four bands
of hardcore rock leanings,
amounting to a raucously
energetic show.
Among the four bands were:
Stockton, Stick to Your Guns,
The Bronx and Every Time I
Die.
Upon first entering the
Intersection Thursday night,
my initial reaction was, "Wow,
there aren’t many people here.”
Much of the crowd could be
found manning the club's edges,
choosing to sit calmly at tables
with their beers and cigarettes
as they watched the night’s
entertainment from afar.
First to play was Stockton, a
band local to Grand Rapids who
has been gaining momentum
since banding together earlier
this year. Their performance
was overall fair, providing

a gixxl start to a great night.
Unfortunately the others
overshadowed this band.
Stick to Your Guns performed
a set comprised of a number
of their newer, more melodic
songs. On their previous albums,
lead singer Jesse Barnett
screamed through their songs,
causing listeners to wonder
how he managed to not scream
himself hoarse. Their set was
short, but the crowd was into it
nonetheless.
Aside from the obvious forte
of ETID. The Bronx provided
one of the funner shows to come
to Grand Rapids in awhile.
During their set, lead singer
Matt Caughthran jumped the
barricade blocking the bands on
stage from the audience to push
the crowd into a rambunctious
frenzy. It was at this point in the
band's set when a pit opened up
and the crowd started moving
instead of watching the band
politely from afar. A true high
point of the night.
With each subsequent band
to take the stage, however, the
crowd drew closer and closer to
the stage. They would eventually
find themselves in front of the
stage by the time Every Time I
Die appeared.
Every Time I Die was the

I
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES ' Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday

E-mail your classifieds: classifieds@lanthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60</Word

55C/Word

55C/Word
50C/Word

50C/Word
45C/Word

Announcements

Housing

Services

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460.

Room in Conifer Creek townhouse for rent. Private bath
room, garage, $370/mo. Start
now or winter semester through
May "09. Call Jeff @
989.503.0612

America’s #1 sandwich delivery.
America’s sandwich delivery ex
perts! Over 20 locations in the
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area.
Visit jimmyjohns.com for the lo
cations nearest you!

Turn off the lights, put the com
puter on sleep mode, buy En
ergy Star appliances. Do your
part to use less energy. Watch
for Facility Service’s tips in the
Lanthorn. Helping Grand Valley
save on energy costs.

GIVE TIME. GIVE BLOOD. GIVE
LIFE. Tuesday November 11.
Blood drive from 10am to 4pm
in Devos Building C. FREE entry
into GIFT CERTIFICATE GIVEA
WAYS!!

Opportunities
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthorn.com.

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

Score big savings at Pineridge
Apartments. We have single
story apartments close to
GVSU. Approved pets OK. For
more
information
call
616-453-7999.

ACROSS
1 Oxidation
result
5 Police officer
8 Runs for
exercise
12 Neighborhood
13 Kyoto
cummerbund
14 Lotion
additive
15 Scouts’
festival
17 Carriage
18 Clay, now
19 Jailer’s
implement
20 Scrub a
NASA mission
21 Pickle
container
22 Bikini half
English
composition
26 Get back
30 Paper
quantity
31 Get a
glimpse of
32 Helper
33 “Nobody the Spanish
Inquisition!”
35 “Don Juan”
writer
36 Sauce source
37 Shell-game
need
38 Seabird of
the gannet
family
41 Snip
42 Historic time
45 Therefore

Cunningham Dalman PC Attor
neys at Law. Kenneth M Horjus.
Help for those charged with fel
ony or misdemeanor crimes.
Call 616-392-1821, visit
www.holland-law.com,
or
e-mail kenh@holland-law.com
for more details.

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331 -2460.

Taco Bob’s OPEN LATE. Open
until 3:00am Thursday-Saturday. Home of the “Funny Taco".
Located in Meadows Crossing
Mall.

Visit Motman’s Farm Market for
fresh produce at a great price!
Just 1 mile east of GVSU cam
pus! 10% off with college ID!

Roommates
Wanted
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Female subleaser needed for
winter 2009. Hillcrest Townhomes. 4 BD, 2 1/2 BA. Call
Shelby at 616-566-8559.

. Looking for a new roommate?
- Pfacfng an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
GVSU Student work. Customer
331-2460 to set up your ad!
sales/service.
Base pay
per/appt.
$14,25.
616-241-6303.

0051 KIRKHOF
Allendale Campus

J5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

331-2460

CaHs taken Monday Friday, 9 5

King Crossword

Room for rent. Close to cam
pus. Contact 313-350-8546.

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09 - ‘10!
1, 2, 3, or 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copperbeechtownhomes.com

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

A.J."s Auto Repair & Towing
Service can help FIX your prob
lems. We also provide car un
locking services. Present your
GVSU I.D. and receive 15% off
any service. We are Located at
3931
Eastern Ave. Call
(616)247-4611 M-F, 8am to
5:30 pm.

1

2

E

3

12
15

16

18

23

10

11

28

29

43

44

14
17

19

24

25

27

30

32

33

34

36
38

39

40

45
48
51

1

46

47

49

50

52

53

46 Kingston
resident
48 Fix a hole
49 Cleopatra’s
slayer
50 Midi terminus
51 Coaster
52 Petrol
53 Stereo
forerunner

you’re told
7 Chart format
8 New Orleans
recipe
9 Medley
10 No stay-athome
11 Faxed
16 Suitable
20 Curved line
21 Daniel Craig
DOWN
role
1 Eastern
22 Spelldown
prince
23 Before
2 Kazakhstan 24 Gender
river
25 Tree fluid
26 In medias 3 Half (Pref.)
4 Paper doll’s 27 Melody
dress feature 28 Altar
affirmative
5 Apple gizmo
29 Chaps
6 Do what

31 Pigs’ digs
34 Coquettish
35 Alpha
follower
37 Some women's
shoes
38 Hospital
furniture
39 By word of
mouth
40 Shrek is one
41 House, to
Jose
42 Reverber
ation
43 Picnic
hamperer
44 Domini
preceder
46 Binge
47 Tenet

2008 King Features Syncl., Inc.

Beijing Buffet; Eat in and Take
Out.
Open
Everyday
11 am-10pm. Located on 342
State Street (behind St. Mary’s
Hospital). For more information
call (616) 396-3000.

For Sale
Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Employment
Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

2000 Pontiac Grand Am SE —
76K miles, V6, 26 mpg,
satellite radio. This car is in im
maculate shape. Only 2 winters
in
Michigan so no rust.
Call
925.408.9532 for photos.
$6500 OBO.

Great China Inn Chinese Res
taurant, located just off of the
Lk Michigan Dr. and Wilson in
tersection, offers a Grand Valley
student 10% discount! Dine in
& Carry out. 616-791-1836

Entertainment

Join the FedEx ground team as
a Package Handler! Part-time,
$9-$10 to start, scheduled
raises! Apply in person at 3378
Three Mile Rd, in Walker, Ml.

Complete uncensored Season 1
of MTV "s Hit show, A Shot at
Love with Tila Tequila.Includes
never-before-seen extended
and deleted scenes! Brand new
DVDS, never opened, total of 3
discs. $20. (616)307-0398

Miscellaneous

Birthdays

Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends' birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one they won't forget.
331-2460.

Montes. Never Cover for Ladies
or With College I.D.! Look on
our website for upcoming
events and specials. 438 Bridge
St. 21+Permitted 616-774-5969
myspace.com/monteslounge

Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit your
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.lan
thorn.com.

S Night Club: The Best Nightlife
on the Lakeshore. Come out for
College Night on Tuesdays! For
more
information
visit
www.snightclubholland.com or
call 616-396-3000.

Cunningham
Dal man pc
attorneys

at

In the Meadow's Crossing Mall

law

Kenneth M. Horjus

"Home of the

'E&QOBOB’g

Funny Taco”
Help for those charged with felony or
misdemeanor crimes, including drunk driving,
drug possession and suspended license
violations.

321 Settlers Road
Holland. Ml 49423

616 392 1821
www.holland-law.com

kenh@holland-law com

CATERING
AVAILABLE

WE
DELIVER

LATE
With Purchase of Medium Soft Drink
Offer good at Allendale Location Onlyl
10745 48th Ave. Suite 105 Allendale, Ml
616-895-3311
One Coupon Per Customer

3:00am
Thurs,
Fri, Sat
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‘Scream Queens’ is decent entertainment
overall believability in order to
win the coveted “Saw VI” spot.
Is it just me or has VH I run
out of money?
I mean, “Saw VI,” does
anyone even watch this series
anymore?
This is like giving away a 3
a.m. spot on access television
where your only audience exists
because of those people who
leave the TV on overnight for
their pets.
Personally, if I am going to
go to far lengths to embarrass
myself on national TV in every
way possible, VH1 better put
out with a better prize.

In the show, 10 contestants
with a wide range of acting
experience come together to
com|>ete in various horror movie
challenges to ultimately land
a spot and role in the ongoing
horror series, “Saw.”
Through it all, contestants
must demonstrate their ability
to be a “scream queen” or a
leading lady, damsel-in-distress
figure with the ability to carry
the film.
Hosted by former scream
queen herself, Shawnee Smith,
the star of the first three “Saw”
movies, contestants are judged
on their acting ability and

What is worse than a had
horror movie?
A reality show about a bad
horror movie.
This TV season, VH1 has
taken baby steps away from its
usual raunchy celebrity dating
shows to premiere its new
and slightly different series,
“Scream Queens.”

Sanchez presents Huichol art

GVl / Nicole Somerville

Artist series: Fernando Sanchez presents his art, which is based on the Huichol culture of western central Mexico,
in lecture form Thursday Sanchez is from Jalisco, Mexico, but he now lives and works in Grand Rapids.

Local artist Fernando Sanchez came to
Grand Valley State University Thursday
to present his art in lecture form.
Sanchez hails from Jalisco, Mexico, but
now resides in Grand Rapids. Sanchez’s
lecture focused on a project featuring
art based on the Huichol culture of
western central Mexico, while also
discussing what it means to create art in
itc nrioinal rnntPYt

If I were an animator, 1
would not want my crowning
moment to be creating "The
Land Before Time XXV,” or
however many sequels the
movie has had. I would want
my name to have at least the
slightest bit of recognition. And
for the contestants of this show,
1 somehow do not think this is
possible.
In any case, the women,
perhaps foolishly, find the
opportunity exciting and apply
themselves fully in the many
mini-challenges the judges have
to offer them.
In one such challenge, the

Tapeworms were another one of
my big fears. But then again, I
was a weird child.
In any case the show is
basically a little better than
the current mindless reality
shows on VH I, meaning, when
watching it, I do not constantly
question the overall morality of
the human race.
If you are looking for a
show presenting some spooky
situations, and cannot get
enough of reality shows in
general, “Scream Queens” is
a decent choice. Not anything
special, but decent.
lreyna@lanthorn.com

This week in entertainment history
Monday

Wednesday

Friday

1619 - Rene Descartes dreams
the content of “Meditations on
First Philosophy”
1871 - Winston Churchill bom
1925 - Actor Richard Burton
bom
1958 - Hope Diamond donated
to Smithsonian Institute by Harry
Winston
1968 - Comedian Tracy Morgan
bom
1969 - “Sesame Street” debuts on
National Educational Television
(later PBS)
1995 - Playwright and
environmental activist Ken SanoWiwa and eight others hanged by
Nigerian government

1840 - Sculptor Auguste Rodin
bom
1924 - Jazz bassist Sam Jones
bom
1933 - Hugh Gray captures the
Loch Ness Monster on film for
the first time
1945 - Musician Neil Young bom
1958 - Actress Megan Mullally
bom
1982 - Actress Anne Hathaway
bom

1805 - German composer Fanny
Mendelssohn bom
1840 - French painter Claude
Monet bom
1922 - BBC radio enters British
airwaves
1952-"New Musical Express”
begins publishing the UK singles
chart
1954 - Condoleezza Rice bom
1975 - Drummer Travis Barker
bom

Thursday

Saturday

1954 - Actor Chris Noth bom
1955 - Actress Whtxipi Goldberg
bom
1967 - Actor Steve Zahn and
comedian Jimmy kimmel bom
1978 - Strokes bassist Nikolai
Fraiture bom

1887 - Painter Georgia O’Keeffe
bom
1926 - NBC radio network
begins
1968 - Late rapper Ol’ Dirty
Bastard bom

1821 - Writer Fyodor
Dostoyevsky bom
1962 - Actress Demi Moore bom

See Puzzle B7
— King Crossword —

MOTMAN’S ORCHARDS

Answers
Solution time: 21 mins

Farm Market

Nov. Hours
8am - 6pm
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Homegrown Apples
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At Great Prices
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Featured artist: Fernando Sanchez speaks about his
art Thursday Sanchez spoke to a full house at LMH.

"

women are told to enter a room
where a pile of dolls sits before
them. Looking deeply at the pile
for something to occur, one of
the dolls comes alive and begins
chasing them down the hall.
The girls pretend to be scared
and, when the challenge is done,
laugh at it all.
I find their laughter
particularly offensive.
Personally, being chased by
a demonic clown doll is a very
real fear of mine.
As stated in previous articles,
Chuckie was the primary reason
for the death of many of my
stuffed-animal friendships.

□□□co

Open Until Mid-November
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